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F E D E R A L  R E S E R V E  B A N K  O F  C H I C A G O

am enclosing herein comment of the officers end Board of 

Directors of this bank.

The first statement under each subject is the 

result of general discussion among the officers and directors 

and is followed by individual suggestions. We trust that 

you will find the same of value to your Board.

P. S. There is also enclosed letter addressed to you by 
Mr. Stevens.

2 3 0  S O U T H  L A  S A L L E  S T R E E T

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR February 25, 1955

Honorable M. S. Eccles, Governor, 
Federal Reserve Board,
Washington, D. C.

My dear Governor:

In accordance with request made at the recent 

meeting of Governors and in response to letter X-9115, I
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REPLY TO QUESTIONNAIRE SUBMITTED TO GOVERNORS 

FEBRUARY 5, 1955, BY GOVERNOR ECCLES 

ALSO LETTER X-9115.

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

COMPILED BY GOVERNOR

FEBRUARY 25, 1955
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1. General credit situation.

(a) Are commercial banks doing everything in their 
power to improve the situation?

Banks are exceedingly anxious to make loans con
forming to the law and rules of eligibility.
Some are still following the course of "least 
resistance" in taking only such loans as are 
applied for, without special effort on the part 
of the bank.

Comment:

"It is believed that commercial banks generally 
are eager to make good loans. However, the 
banking catastrophes of the last few years have 
tended to put banks in a defensive attitude, 
which many of them unwittingly retain. This has

E. M.
Stevens, 
Federal 
Reserve 
Agent•

not been heretofore helped by the attitude of 
many of the examiners. During these years, 
bankers have necessarily concerned themselves 
primarily with collecting or strengthening 
the loans already in their portfolios and their 
attitude toward any new loans has been a passive 
one and waiting for the borrower to come to them

Comment:

"It is believed that commercial banks generally 
are eager to make good loans. There, of course, 
are a few exceptions. Earnings reports of our. 
member banks reflect exceedingly low earnings.
As Mr. Stevens states, within the limits of 
sound banking and avoiding the temptation of

C. S.
Young, 
Ass*t Fed. 
Reserve 
Agent.

undue risks which might be encouraged by the 
insurance of deposits and also the urge for 
needed earnings, banks may now properly revert 
to a more aggressive attitude in encouraging 
worthy enterprises with offers of credit."

Comment:
"I think generally, commercial banks are eager 
to loan money. They have not loaned to many 
firms which are getting loans through the

N. H.
Noyes,
Director.

Federal Reserve banks, because such loans 
involved payments over several years to come, 
and banks naturally feel that they must keep 
the great bulk of their money in such shape 
that they can realize on it on comparatively 
short notice."
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1. General credit situation.

(a) Cont'd.

Comment: 
E. R.
Estberg,
Director.

,fI believe that commercial banks are cooperating 
in every reasonable way to improve the credit 
situation.

(b> If not. what steps can be taken by the Federal 
reserve banks or otherwise to bring about an 
improvement?

Federal reserve banks should furnish leadership 
in their respective districts through their 
officers by contact with member banks - advancing 
the idea that the same effort should be made to 
develop good loans in each community as was 
formerly made to increase deposits; also that 
the larger part of financing of various kinds 
now being cared for through governmental agencies 
should again be directed through banking channels 
The latter will, of course, be made easier when 
pending legislation is clarified and made 
permanent•

Comment: 
E. M.
Stevens,
Federal
Reserve
Agent.

”Within the limits of sound banking and avoiding 
the temptation of undue risks, which might be 
encouraged by the insurance of deposits and also 
the urge for needed earnings, banks may now 
properly revert to a more aggressive attitude 
in encouraging worthy enterprises with offers of 
credit. The Federal Reserve system might well 
use its influence to instill courage to banks, 
along these sound lines.”

Comment:
C.S.
Young,
Asst. Fed. 
Res. Agent.

”The Federal Reserve System might well use its 
influence to instill courage in banks along 
conservative and sound lines, but undue pressure 
in this respect might lead to embarrassment, and 
bad loans and ultimate disaster would result.”

Comment: 
N. H. 
Noyes, 
Director.

”Either a continuation of loans from the Federal 
Reserve banks or the formation of new banks, or 
new departments in present banks, for the sole 
purpose of making longer time loans, might help 
this situation.”
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2. Interest rates*

(a) On time and savings deposits of member banks.

Interest rates paid by member banks have little 
effect on volume of deposits, nor does the rate 
determine the bank in which deposit is made /

Comment: 
E. M.
Stevens,
Federal
Reserve
Agent.

”We venture to say from careful reviews and 
repeated inquiries that at least 90% of the 
member banks in this district are in accord 
with the lowering of rates upon all Time and 
Savings deposits. The tendency has been 
markedly in that direction, particularly since 
the establishment of maximum rates by Federal 
regulation and during 1934 a great many of the 
smaller country banks voluntarily reduced 
their maximum rate to 2%, without loss of 
deposits. The competitive race for deposits 
prior to 1929, and the price paid for them in 
interest rates and service, has been very 
definitely superseded by a saner attitude of 
a reasonable basis of business and its ready 
acceptance by depositors.”

(b) On loans of member banks and on industrial 
advances and commitments by Federal reserve 
banks.

h Interest rates charged by banks or the Federal 
reserve banks have little, if any, effect on 
volume or borrowing.

Comment: 
N. H.
Noyes,
Director.

Comment: 
E. R.
Estberg, 
Director.

”Present interest rates, both on short time 
loans and on time and savings deposits of 
member banks, are lower than I have ever 
known them to be in the past./ Possibly 
industrial advances by the Federal Reserve 
banks should be carried in some cases at a 
more favorable rate, although I do not know 
of any rates which have been excessive.
Rates by the Federal Reserve Banks should 
of course reflect, at least in some degree, 
general interest rates.”

”Maximum interest rates on savings deposits 
in member banks should not be over 2j% under 
present conditions. The tendency of 
interest rates on loans by country bankers 
should be downward. I believe the interest 
rates on industrial loans and commitments _, / 
are fairly satisfactory.f Think that earnings 4 
of banks from exchange and collection charges 
should be encouraged, but not so as to become 
burdensome to customers.”
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3. Matters affecting admission of nonmember banks to 
Federal reserve system.r
(a) Earnings of nonmember banks from exchange 

collection charges.

Comment:

C. S.
Young,
Assft
Federal
Reserve
Agent.

"The matter of exchange collection charges by- 
banks not on the par list will be a negligible 
factor in deterring banks from taking membership 
in the System.4, In the approximate 1871 nonmember 
banks in this district, 218 are not on the par 
list and 5 are private banks. That there is a 
profit accruing to these banks from charges 
which they make on items drawn upon themselves, 
there is no question; how much, we cannot 
determine. 'These banks are generally situated 
in places where they have complete control of 
the local exchange situation. They know and 
can control the amount of revenue they can#get 
from this source within reasonable limits,'and, 
of course, they also know how much it costs 
them to collect items which they have payable 
out of town. In normal times Reserve City 
banks generally are out after balances and so 
long as the balances of these non-par banks are 
compensating they will render a great deal of 
service without direct charge. These non-par 
banks have never made the profit they thought 
they were making because it was largely offset 
by either direct charge on the part of their 
correspondent or by a compensating balance, 
but that there is some profit to them is beyond 
question.

"However, membership and the prevailing free 
services here, and, in normal times, the reduc
tion in legal reserve requirements, would largely, 
if not entirely, offset this. ,f The check collection 
system is economically sound, and a complete par 
list would result in a very short time if we had 
the full cooperation of all Reserve City banks.
This we have never had. In fact, all along during 
the controversy, these Reserve City bankers 
sympathized with these banks who were willing 
to remain off the par list.*

"I have mentioned only exchange charges by banks 
on items drawn on themselves, -̂ here would be no 
difference - membership vs. nonmember ship - in 
the matter of other collection charges.
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3. Matters affecting admission of nonmember banks to 
Federal reserve system.

Comment: 
E. M.
Stevens,
Federal
Reserve
Agent.

(b) Present conditions of membership.

xX MConditions of membership should be revised.
A number of them are now statutory under the bank
ing act or under state laws and may therefore be 
omitted. I venture to suggest that it might be 
well to revise these conditions on the basis of 
sound principles of banking, rather than to impose 
special conditions and explicit prohibitions.”

Comment: 
C. S.
Young, 
Ass’t 
Federal 
Reserve 
Agent.

"I would like to look upon the Board’s general 
conditions of membership for State banks as a 
’Bank Charter’ in which they would set forth 
principles for conservative bank operation, and 
which would reflect the outgrowth of experience 
in the supervision of banks. With the passage 
of time, changing conditions and practices, many 
of the general conditions of membership now 
established are obsolete. They require modifica
tion or complete elimination

"Condition 1. Except with the permission of the 
Federal Reserve Board, such bank shall not cause 
or permit any change to be made in the general 
character of its business or in the scope of the 
corporate powers exercised by it at the time of 
admission to membership.

"It seems to me that this is a fundamental rule 
the Board should continue in force. I think the 
Board should know the fitness of the personnel or 
the needs of the community served in connection 
with such changes as may take place, such as 
banks specializing in particular types of 
business, exclusively "commercial," or exclusively 
"savings," or in the mortgage loan and investment 
field. Such banks may request permission to 
exercise fiduciary powers or the extension of 
such privileges, and it is important that the 
fitness of the personnel or the needs of the 
community served should be well known to the 
Board in connection with such changes.

’Condition No. 2. Such bank shall at all times 
conduct its business and exercise its powers with 
due regard to the safety of its depositors.
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5. Matters affecting admission of nonmember banks to 
Federal reserve system.

(b) Present conditions of membership (Cont’d).

Comment: 
C. S.
Youngr
Ass’t
Federal
Reserve
Agent.

nI believe that this condition should be simplified 
in its language. Suggestion: ’Such bank shall at
all times invest its capital and deposited funds in 
such manner as to avoid concentration of risk in 
loans, bonds and other assets, and for the best 
interests of depositors and shareholders.1

nCondition No. 5. Such bank shall maintain its 
loans within the limits prescribed by the laws of 
the State in which it is located.

”A11 state banks are familiar with the State laws 
in regard to excess loans, and I believe that this 
condition could be dispensed with.

”Condition No. 4. The Board of Directors shall 
not permit loans to directors, officers, employees, 
principal stockholders, and/or their interests, 
including loans to, or upon the security of, stocks 
of corporations in which any of them have substantial 
interests, to assume unduly large proportions or to 
endanger the bank’s solvency or the liquidity of 
its assets, and the Board of Directors shall give 
special attention to all such loans.

’’This condition should be retained.

”Condition No. 5. Such banks shall maintain 
adequate credit data in connection with all unsecured 
loans.

’’In my opinion, the word ’adequate’ does not carry 
the proper meaning. While ’adequate’ implies 
’current,’ it is believed that the word ’current’ 
is more definite. The phrase’aOl unsecured loans’ 
is too inclusive. For example, there is no 
necessity for a bank such as the Northern Trust 
Company or the Harris Trust and Savings Bank, both 
of Chicago, to support all $200 unsecured loans 
with credit data.

”1 believe that this condition should be made more 
flexible for banks of different size. A comma 
could be inserted following the word ’loans,’ and
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5. Matters affecting admission of nonmember banks to 
Federal reserve system.

(b) Cont’d.

Comment:
C. B.
Young,
Ass!t
Federal
Reserve
Agent*

"for banks having up to $1,000,000 in deposits 
an amount of $500 or over be used, and for banks 
having larger deposits, the loan amount increased, 
and recommended as a Tspecial condition.f

"Condition No. 6. Such bank shall keep past due 
paper and overdrafts at a minimum, and shall not 
hold any checks in cash items to avoid overdrafts.

"Field examiners over a period of years have 
stressed these matters and, in our opinion, this 
general condition should be eliminated.

"Condition No. 8. Such bank shall not permit any 
investment in a bank building or in a site for 
a bank building to assume such proportions as, in 
the judgment of the Federal Reserve Board, would 
endanger the bank* s solvency or liquidity or 
would otherwise be unduly large or improper, and 
before any investment is made in a bank building 
or a site for a bank building the bank shall refer 
the matter to the Federal Reserve Board for 
consideration.

"This condition does not specifically mention 
entering into or assumption of extravagant leases 
on property for banking purposes.

"Condition No. 15. Such bank shall maintain an 
amount of paid-up and unimpaired capital and 
unimpaired surplus which, in the judgment of the 
Federal Reserve Board, will be adequate in rela
tion to its total deposit liabilities, having 
due regard to the general principle that a bank’s 
capital and surplus ordinarily should not be less 
than one-tenth of the average amount of its 
aggregate deposit liabilities, and, in some 
circumstances, should be more than one-tenth of 
such amount.

"This condition is a wise one and is in conformity 
with past and present bank administration work, but 
not quite elastic enough to allow for discretionary 
action by the Board. The language is somewhat harsh 
and in some cases has frightened prospective members
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3. Matters affecting admission of nonmember banks to 
Federal reserve system.

(b) Contfd.

Comment:
C. S.
Young, 
Ass*t Fed. 
Reserve 
Agent.

nCondition No. 11. Such bank shall reduce to an 
amount equal to 10 per cent of its capital and 
surplus all balances in excess thereof, if any, 
which are carried with banks or trust companies 
which are not members of the Federal Reserve System, 
and shall at all times maintain such balances 
within such limits.

"Inasmuch as Section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act 
covers this subject, the condition should be eliminated

4.

Comment: 
E. M.
Stevens,
Federal
Reserve
Agent.

Comment:
C. S.
Young, 
Ass»t Fed. 
Reserve 
Agent.

Comment: 
E. R.
Estberg,
Director.

Need for continuance of assistance of Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation in connection with rehabilitation of 
capital structures of banks.

”1 consider it very important that the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation activities in the rehabilitation 
of capital structures of banks be continued. It will 
probably be necessary for considerable numbers of 
non-member banks to increase their capital prior to 
membership in the system, and conditions do not warrant 
a belief that this can be altogether done through local 
sources."

"Without question, this provision should be continued 
at least until July 1, 1957, because we anticipate 
that a lot of banks which will apply for membership 
in the System will come to us with inadequate sound 
capital, and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
should be in position to rectify this, if possible, 
before they are admitted to membership in the System. " 
We have a feeling, and knowledge in some instances, 
that insured nonmember banks are now coming to the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation for help. In 
some instances they already have sold preferred stock 
or debentures to the Reconstruction Finance Corpora
tion."

"Think there is a need for the continuance of the 
assistance of the Reconstruction Finance Corpora
tion in connection with the rehabilitation of 
capital structures of member banks."
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5. Adequacy of reimbursement of Federal reserve banks 
by Treasury and other governmental agencies for 
various services rendered and for space used in 
Federal reserve bank buildings♦

Comment:
C • R. 
McKay, 
Deputy 
Governor.

Xx"The Federal reserve banks should be reimbursed by 
the Treasury and other governmental agencies for the 
cost of the entire fiscal agency function and also 
for the cost of all services rendered to other 
governmental agencies. \\

\"The present method of attempting to determine and 
segregate the cost of fiscal agency expenses for 
new Government issues is unsatisfactory, and, in 
fact, it is almost impossible to separate the cost 
of services for new issues from the other fiscal 
agency services. A majority of the Governors in 
the past has agreed that all of the fiscal agency 
expenses for the Treasury Department should be 
reimbursed." " /

Comment:
W. H.
Snyder,
Comptroller.

"Under the present arrangement, reimbursement is 
obtained from the Treasury Department by Federal 
reserve banks only for the expense incident to new 
issues. The increase in the number of issues out- 1 
standing has materially increased the amount of 
fiscal agency work in Federal reserve banks incident 
to denominational exchanges, registered surrenders, 
redemptions and other functions for which reimburse
ment is not obtained. It is believed that endeavor | 
should be made to provide for adequate compensation I 
by the Treasury Department for the services rendered 
by Federal reserve banks as fiscal agents. It is 
believed that this reimbursement should also include 
a reasonable amount as rent for space used in Federal 
reserve banks.

"We have not been successful in our endeavor to 
obtain reimbursement from the R. F. C. for space 
used by the custodian division. The activities of 
this division make it necessary for us to assign 
16,902 square feet of space to it, for which we 
have endeavored to collect at the rate of $1.60 per 
square foot.

"It has not been considered that we should make a 
profit on the space used by Government agencies, but 
we do consider that we should be entitled to reimburse
ment for the overhead expense, including pro rata 
taxes, insurance and depreciation."
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5. Adequacy of reimbursement of Federal reserve banks 
by Treasury and other governmental agencies for 
various services rendered and for space used in 
Federal reserve bank buildings.

Contfd.

Comment: 
E. R.
Estberg,
Director.

"Think there should be a reasonable reimbursement 
of Federal Reserve Banks by the Treasury and other 
governmental agencies for various services rendered 
and for space used in Federal Reserve Bank building.n

6. Regulation fixing margin requirements for loans by 
banks upon equity securities for the purpose of pur
chasing or carrying securities registered on national 
securities exchanges.

(a) Circumstances under which regulation should 
be issued.

(b) Whether regulation should permit borrower to 
obtain from bank more than he could obtain 
from broker under Regulation T.

Comment:
E. M.
Stevens, » 
Federal 
Reserve 
Agent.

%  nThere does not appear to be an immediate or 1 
pressing need for regulations fixing margin 
requirements for loans by banks upon equity 
securities. A further experience with the 
operation of Regulation TT* might therefore be 
advisable before issuing regulations for banks*

"I believe, however, thatVsuch a regulation 
should be prepared subject to such changes as 
experience in Regulation fTf may dictated but 
should be withheld from issuance at this time, 
when we are seeking to stimulate rather than 
restrict banks in extending credits.^* I do not 
consider that*sthere is danger at present of 
banks extending undue credit for speculation 
purposes. ^

it "In due course, however, such regulations 
should be issued and this should be before a 
heavy speculative movement may prevail, so that 
banks may be prepared in advance and any abuses 
of credit may be forestalled rather than a change 
be forced after that may have occurred, with 
its resulting ill effects on the markets and on 
the public interest. " 'v
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Comment:
C • Re
McKay,
Deputy
Governor.

Comment:
E.R.Estberg
Director.

Comment: 
E.M.Stevens 
Fed.Res. 
Agent.

Regulation fixing margin requirements for loans by 
banks upon equity securities for the ■purpose of pur
chasing or carrying securities registered on national 
securities exchanges.

(a) and (b) Cont’d.

"It is my opinion that the margin requirements for 
loans by banks should not be fixed by the Federal 
reserve banks and that this should be left to the 
discretion of the commercial banks. Whatever regu
lation may be needed in the1 future on this question 
could be made by the bank examiners in their exam
ination of member banks. If we should have another 
inflation in commodity prices and in the stock 
market, measures could be taken to increase margins 
on loans if this situation should begin to develop.
The commercial banks learned a lesson in 1929 which \ 
they are not likely to forget for some time, and 
at the present time I feel that they can be relied 
upon to be conservative in their loans against 
stocks and commodities.

"Regulations fixing margin requirements for loans 
by banks should be strict but not prohibitive or 
burdensome•"

Seq Exhibit No, 1.
Economic and statistical divisions of Federal reserve banks.

(a) Usefulness to directors and officers.

(b) Value of Federal reserve bank monthly reviews.

Economic and Statistical Divisions are of very little 
use to operating side of this Federal reserve bank. 
Inquiry among member banks indicates that the work of 
these departments is considered of small value, and 
our recommendation would be for discontinuance, 
except for sufficient personnel to furnish^pecessary 
data and records for Board.*' Would, therefore, 
recommend discontinuance of bank monthly reviews, 
and the inclusion of any data considered of value 
in the publication of the Federal Reserve Board’s 
Bulletin.A

"In my opinion, a certain amount of this work is 
necessary and valuable. Probably one-half of the 
time of the statistical department of our bank is 
given to collecting and supplying information 
required by the Federal Reserve Board. Some of 
this is in the nature of special studies of

(V" 1
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7. Economic and statistical divisions of Federal reserve banks.

(a) and (b) Cont*d.

Comments 
E. M.
Stevens,
Federal
Reserve
Agent.

Comment: 
N. H. 
Noyes, 
Director.

Comment: 
C. R.
McKay, 
Deputy 
Governor.

Mimportance. I have sometimes questioned, however, 
the necessity of daily reports in minute detail 
which are collated and sent to us each day from 
Washington. Some of this would appear just as 
useful to us if only compiled weekly.

”The monthly bulletin issued by the district banks, 
is in my opinion valuable. Perhaps not so much to 
the officers and directors of the bank itself, but 
as a service to the whole business community of 
the district. Our experience is that it is widely 
read and quoted, and that industry which so freely 
supplies us with information, relies on this 
compilation and finds it valuable. This applies 
also to many banks which otherwise would not have 
the condition of the particular district and its 
business affairs so reviewed.n

”1 doubt if the monthly reviews issued by various 
Federal Reserve banks are particularly helpful in 
view of the large amount of such material on the 
market available from other sources. It is quite 
probable that one publication by the Federal Reserve 
Board in Washington, containing communications from 
each of the various Federal Reserve banks, to be 
paid for on a pro rata basis, would do just as well 
and save money.”

”The economic and statistical divisions appear to 
be of very little use to officers of the bank, as 
practically all of the useful information they 
supply can be obtained from other sources. The 
information obtained from newspapers and financial 
services is more nearly up to date than that 
supplied by the statistical divisions of the 
Federal reserve banks. This also applies to the 
reserve bank monthly reviews. A great deal of the 
information which is collected and tabulated is 
non-essential. It seems to be an unnecessary 
waste for the twelve Federal reserve banks to 
maintain such departments, except to the extent 
that they can collect and supply the information 
to the statistical division of the Federal Reserve 
Board. However, all of this information could be 
sent direct to the Federal Reserve Board, which 
would prevent duplication of work.”
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7.

Comment;
E.R.Estberg,
Director.

8.

Comment; 
C. R.
McKay, 
Deputy 
Governor.

Comment;
E.R.Estberg,
Director.

Economic and statistical divisions of Federal reserve banks, 

(a) and (b) Contfd.

”Do not think benefit of Economic or Statistical 
Departments warrant their continuance.”

See Exhibit No. 2.

Establishment of career system for personnel of Federal reserve 
banks.

\v A career system might be advisable as an objective, but 
as long as our present system of unit commercial banking 
exists, it is essential that ,!new blood” be brought in 
so the System may be kept in touch with and abreast of 
the problems of not only banking but industry and 
agriculture, which is largely missed if the personnel 
has grown up within the System'l To possibly a smaller 
extent would this apply to the mechanics and internal 
operations.*

f* A merit system within banks, and rotation of junior 
officers in various departments of the banks, with 
promotion from the ranks when possible, is considered 
desirable.n

/

"It is ny belief that it would be a great benefit to 
the operation of the Federal Reserve System if the 
officers of the Federal reserve banks could be given 
opportunities which might arise in other Federal 
reserve banks. The training in commercial banks does 
not necessarily qualify a man for the best service 
in Federal reserve banks. The Federal reserve banks 
are operated for a different purpose than the 
commercial banks. I feel that when official positions 
are available in Federal reserve banks, consideration 
should be given first to officers of other Federal 
reserve banks who may be available, rather than to 
engage men from outside the Federal Reserve System.”

”Do not approve of establishment of career system for 
personnel of Federal Reserve Banks.”
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9. Criticisms of existing regulations or rulings or pro
cedure of the Federal Reserve Board, with specific 
recommendations as to changes which would correct any 
unsatisfactory features of the relations between the 
Board or its staff and the Federal reserve banks or 
member banks.

1.

2.
Too many reports.

x> Lack of agreement between our salary committee 
and Board prior to action of Board of Directors 
of this bank. ^

' Too much detail of management and supervision 
of member banks handled by Federal Reserve Board Jf 

‘'Better service would be rendered member banks 
if Federal reserve banks were given authority 
to supervise and make decisions on matters of 
policy and operation of member banks in their 
district, the Federal Reserve Board acting as 
an appeal board in the event of disagreement.

Comment:
E. M. Stevens, 
Fed. Reserve 
Agent.

’’Under the present system of the review of the minutest 
details of each examination of member banks by the staff 
of the Federal Reserve Board, there appears to be a 
duplication of the work performed by the Federal Reserve 
Agent’s department. This also applies to the close study 
and search which is given by the Agent in formulating 
recommendations for trust powers, applications for 
membership, directors and voting permits, and other 
similar matters of administration, and from this dual 
review of detail, there arises much correspondence and 
delay and some inconvenience to member banks in matters 
which are more technical than important.

”It is perhaps unfortunate that the members of the 
Federal Reserve Board cannot find it possible to devote 
more time to visits to the various districts, to 
acquaint themselves with the directors and officers of 
the banks and their operations, and also to acquire 
at first hand, some knowledge of the loce.1 conditions!?

Comment!
C. S. Young,
Asst.Fed.Res.
Agent.

” I think it advisable to suggest that Federal reserve 
banks avoid wherever possible the statement that the 
Federal Reserve Board imposes this or that restriction 
or insists that certain things be accomplished. I 
suggest this procedure because the thing that the 
average banker hates is to feel that he is subject to 
the will of a governmental agency so far removed.
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9. Criticisms of existing regulations or rulings or pro
cedure of the Federal Reserve Board, with specific 
recommendations as to changes which would correct any 
unsatisfactory features of the relations between the 
Board or its staff and the Federal reserve banks or 
member banks.

Cont*d.

"The banker feels that he has, in the officials 
of the Federal reserve banks, an authority in 
closer touch with his own problems and more 
sympathetic in the imposition of rules and regula
tions . This policy should in no sense minimize 
the very desirable and necessary features of 
centralized authority in the formulation of policy, 
the uniformity of rulings and the co-ordination of 
efforts of the twelve regional banks."

Comment:
C. S. Young, 
Asst. Fed. 
Reserve Agent.

Comment:
H. P.
Preston,
Deputy Governor

nI do not object to the Board*s desire to ask for 
explanations in connection with any complaints they 
receive, but I believe it would be better procedure 
for them to ask the Federal Reserve Bank to make 
any corrections the Board sees fit and not write 
directly to the party concerned.

"]hone instance a disgruntled employee received a 
letter from the Board and showed it to a number of 
our employees, and we find that it has caused others 
to write to the Board. If this policy is pursued, 
the number of letters to the Board will increase 
and the Bank*s troubles multiply."

"The procedure of the Board recently has been to 
have an Assistant Secretary answer all letters 
from employees who have been dismissed or who are 

, not receiving the salary to which they believe they 
are entitled and also complaints about not obtain
ing industrial loans. The Board writes us a letter 
asking for an explanation and then replies direct 
to the party complaining. In the case of employees 
who have received these letters, they feel that 
they have appealed to a higher court and the 
letters they receive, regardless of the contents, 
make the situation more difficult for the Federal 
Reserve Bank. They seem to feel that because they 
can write the Board and receive a direct reply 
that they have considerable leverage on the manage
ment.
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SEE EXHIBIT NO 5

for comment of Ben Young, 
Vice President,
National Bank of Detroit, 
received too late to include 
in this compilation.
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Exhibit Ho. 1.
Question 6 — X-9115a

Regulation f ix in g  margin requirements fo r  loans by banks upon equ ity  secu rit ie s  
fo r  the purpose o f purchasing or carrying secu rit ie s  re g is te red  on nationa l 
secu rit ie s  exchanges.

(a ) Circumstances under -which regu la tion  should be issued-

In  th is  connection the fo llow in g  th ree a lte rn a t iv e s  present

themselves i

1# When there is  substan tia l evidence that due to  the h igher loans 

obta inable  from banks on equ ity  secu rit ie s  than are  a v a ila b le  from brokers 

because o f the re s tr ic t io n s  imposed by Regulation T, there ex is ts  or there  

i s  a decided trend toward excessive d ivers ion  o f  c red it  from in d u s t r ia l ,  

commercial, and s im ila r  loans to  specu lation  in  se cu rit ie s  tc  the detriment 

o f the former.

2. When Regulation T has had an opportunity to become s u f f ic ie n t ly  

seasoned to  be fre e  from probable b as ic  change and there has been an oppor

tun ity  to  obtain  su ff ic ie n t  experience from the operation o f that regu la tion  

to  enable the d ra ft in g  o f  a regu la tion  fo r  banks without experiencing many o f  

the d i f f i c u l t i e s  encountered in  form ulating Regulation T.

3* As soon as p o ss ib le .

O f these a lte rn a t iv e s , i t  is  be lieved  the th ird  i s  p re fe rab le . I t  

must be admitted that through extensive study over a period o f  the operation  

o f  Regulation T, d e s irab le  knowledge would be obtained regard ing bas ic  prob

lems o f preventing the excessive use o f  c red it  fo r  the purchasing and carry 

ing o f  s e c u r it ie s . However, the present time seems p a rt ic u la r ly  prop itious  

fo r  the issuance o f a regu la tion  perta in ing to  banks. The banks and brokers  

in  Chicago are expecting such a regu la t ion  a t  an ea r ly  date* and are  favo rab ly  

disposed toward i t s  issuance. Although there does not appear to  be any acute 

need for such a regu la tion  a t p resent, i t  seems that i t  would be ad v isab le  to
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1mmm it, m m  thtt it if expected and apparently will net be resented to any 

extent by the banks. In that way* the risk of possible adverse criticism of 

the Federal Reserve Board if the regulation were Issued at a time of extensive 

speculative activity* would be avoided. Furthermore# if a regulation is with

held until it appears that there is urgent need for it because of excessive 

diversion of credit from industry* it will be possible to check such diversion 

of credit by regulation very easily# but It will be extremely difficult to 

rectify such diversion of credit and to do so probably would involve severe 

criticism of the Federal Reserve Board as well ss entail material hardship 

sad cause substantial liquidation of securities * to the possible detriment of 

the entire business structure. In addition* if the regulation is issued now# 

the banks will have an opportunity to become adjusted to it and accustomed to 

operating under it* thus avoiding the inevitable confusion which would result 

if tbs regulation is issued at a time when the demand for loans on equity 

securities is large*

The principal objection to Issuing a regulation for banks at 

this time is that It might be inconsistent with the present major policy of 

encouraging generally increased extension of credit by banks. It is improb

able that this is sufficient reason for delay# but if it is decided that it 

is* it seems that at least the regulation for banks should be drafted and 

approved at this time* in order that it may be issued promptly when the need 

for it arises.

(b) Whether regulation should permit borrower to obtain from banks more than 
he could obtain from broker under Regulation T#

It is believed that the regulation should net permit the borrower 

to obtain a larger loan from a bank than he could obtain from a broker under 

Regulation T* If It does do so* the ire of the brokers probably would be 

aroused to such an extent that their present attitude of cooperation would be
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deetroyed and increase mnyfold the difficulties of administering Regulation 

?• It would be better to have no regulation for the banks or to prohibit 

extension of credit by brokers entirely. Furthermore# although there may be 

justification for prohibiting extension of credit by brokers, it is difficult 

to see what reason there would be for establishing a difference in maximum 

lean value on credit extended through the two agencies for the purchasing and 

carrying of securities#
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Question 7&W*X-9115& Exhibit No. 2.

Division of Research and Statistics , Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
f ' .. >

The work of this division falls roughly under three headsi (a) duties 

performed primarily for the Federal Reserve Boards (b) duties performed for 

the bank itself; and (o) general, including informational services to a large 

number of inquirers such as banks, individuals, firms, etc*, and embracing the 

administration and maintenance of the Library. Discussion of the functions 

of the division under these heads follows«

(a) Duties Performed Primarily for the Federal Reserve Boards

1. Bank Changes in the District

In accordance with the Board*s B-1002 of July 28, 1 9 3 \>  

Washington is wired currently regarding each and every bank, member and non

member, (1) suspended on account of financial difficulties, (2) license re

voked antyor placed on a restricted basis on account of financial difficulties,

(3) placed in voluntary liquidation, (It-) converted into or succeeded by another 

bank, (5) absorbed or consolidated or combined with another bank- Forms pre

pared by the Board are filled out by banks involved in consolidations, with re

spect to banks opening or discontinuing branches, and covering changes in 

chains of banks, this division being charged with the responsibility of sending 

such forms to these banks, and transmitting them, properly filled out, to the 

Board. In addition, there is sent the Board each week a letter listing all 

bank changes in the district, and each month the Board is supplied with a final 

tabulation of all such changes during the calendar month. During the past ten 

years this work has been very heavy, and while less so at the present time, it 

nevertheless constitutes a very important phase of this division's duties.

X .
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2. Statements o f  Reporting Member Banks

Weekly condition statements are  received  by th is  department 

from reporting  member banks in  the d is t r ic t  each Thursday, the data covering  

condition as o f  the c lose  o f  business Wednesday night* Those o f  Chicago re 

po rtin g  members, (27 in  number) come by messenger and telephone Thursday morn

ing# are  to ta le d , and w ired to  the Board# to  be received by them not la te r  

than 2 p#m. Eastern Standard tim e. The to ta ls  are given our P rin tin g  Depart

ment to  run in  the form o f press re le a s e s , and are  sent by messenger to  the 

newspapers Thursday afternoon , upon rece ip t o f  a w ire  g iv ing  the corresponding 

figu re s  fo r  reporting  member banks in  New York C ity . The New York fig u re s  are  

a lso  prin ted  and sent to the p ress . Condition figu re s  fo r  reporting member 

banks outside Chicago (32 in  number) are  compiled and m ailed to  the Board on 

Friday , and are included in  a press re lease  Issued Monday afternoon fo r  a l l  

reporting  member banks in  the country.

3* Weekly Statement o f  Condition o f  f  h is  Bank and Twelve B-oks cab in ed .

On Thursday afternoon the Federal Reserve Board w ires figu re s  

in  code# g iv ing  condition figu re s  o f  the twelve Federal Reserve banks combined, 

which w ire  i s  checked fo r  accuracy# and prin ted  under d irec tio n  o f  th is  d iv is io n  

fo r  re lease  to  the p ress . At the same time th is  d iv is io n  sends out the weekly  

press statement showing condition o f  t& ls  bank; the fig u re s  o f  the la t t e r  are  

furnished to  the p r in tin g  department by the General Books d iv is io n .

lj.. Weekly Debits to  Ind iv idu a l Accounts

Reports o f bank deb its  to  in d iv id u a l accounts are  mailed to  

th is  d iv is io n  each week by 1}.0 clearing-house centers in  the d is t r ic t .  Ihese 

are  telegraphed to  the Board, fo r  use in  th e ir  country-wide re lease  on debits # 

and a lso  sent out as a press re le a se  Saturday morning to  Chicago newspapers.

5- Monthly Review o f  Business Conditions

Based on confidential reports submitted voluntarily by about
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1300 firm s# corporations# e t c . ,  in  th is  d is t r ic t#  the d iv is io n  prepares a 

summary o f these reports # subm itting same to  the Board fo r  suggestions and 

approva l# whereupon the same are  prin ted  and d is tr ibu ted  to  about 10#000 

banks# firm s# corporation s# and in d iv id u a ls . This review  is  designed to  fu l 

f i l l  the need fo r  accurate# unbiased business information# showing trends in  

the major lin e s  o f industry  in  the d is t r ic t#  volume o f reserve bank c red it  in  

use in  the d is t r ic t#  trends in  money rates#  and re la ted  matters*

6# Specia l Studies

The work o f  fo llow in g  through sp ec ia l studies formulated by 

the Board has been very heavy throughout the d iv is io n 1 s h is to ry , During 193^ 

the heaviest o f  these was in  connection w ith  the Board*s fu rther study o f pro

posed changes in  reserve requirements o f  member banks. This p a rt ic u la r  study

involvedL submission by a se lected  l i s t  o f some 9 ° member banks o f  figu re s  cover-
deposits#

in g^ rau lt  cash# d e b it s # e tc . # together w ith  the in c lu sion  o f loan  and reserve  

requirem ents, covering a period  o f eleven years . These data were combined into  

groups representing banks located  in  areas mainly in d u stria l#  in  com  growing 

sec tio n s , l iv e -s to c k  growing section s# e t c .# and prepared in  form prescribed  

by the Board. The completion o f  th is  work w ith in  the desired  time lim it  neces

s ita ted  the employment o f an extra fo rce  o f four people who worked u n t il mid

night fo r  a period  o f  s ix  weeks# besides requ irin g  considerable overtime serv ice  

on the part o f  approxim ately h a l f  o f  the s t a f f .  Another study involved the re 

ce ip t o f  a questionnaire from each member bank in d ica tin g  developments in  the 

matter o f  ra te  o f in te re st  paid  on deposits#  and inauguration  o f  serv ice  

charges. The re su lts  o f  th is  study were transm itted by the Chairman to  the 

Board. A lso# at the request o f the Board# questionnaires were sent to  each 

member bank in  the d is t r ic t  requesting data fo r  each o f the f i r s t  eight months 

o f the year on new loans made# and loans paid o f f  and w ritten  o f f ;  and the
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re su lts  were submitted by the Chairman to  the Board. E a r lie r  in  the y ea r , 

the Board desired  a complete l i s t  o f  a l l  State banks— member as w e ll as non

member— as o f December 31# 1932-~together w ith  to ta l deposits o f each such 

bank as o f that date. This request involved sending members o f  the s t a f f  to  

State c ap ita ls  in  th is  d is t r ic t  to  take o f f  the deposit in form ation. Another 

heavy piece o f work performed a t  each c a l l  involved recon c ilin g  the abstracts  

o f condition o f  a l l  State banks as published by the f iv e  State banking depart

ments, w ith  inform ation curren tly  received r e la t in g  to  the status o f banks. 

These sure o ffe red  as ty p ic a l examples o f the kind o f work th is  d iv is io n  is  

asked to  perform fo r  the Board, and is  in  no way complete. Probably h a lf  the 

time o f  the manager and s t a f f  i s  occupied in  a s s is t in g  the Chairman in  supply* 

ing the Board w ith  sp ec ia l inform ation and studies o f  the kinds ind icated .

7* Other information supplied Board

Typical o f  th is  type o f  inform ation are  l i s t s  o f State bank

ing department examiners fo r  use by the Board in  sending the Federal Reserve 

B u lle t in , annual l i s t s  o f  forms o f  th is  bank cu rren tly  in  use, discontinued, 

or changed, supplying o f copies o f a l l  form le t te rs  sent out by the bank, etc . 

Prelim inary data on department store trade are w ired to  the Board each month, 

and reports on p rev a ilin g  in te re st  ra tes  are  mailed monthly.

8. Annual Report of the Federal Reserve Agent

It has been the custom for many years for the Agent to sub

mit to the Board an annual report on the operations of this bank during the 

calendar year. This division has performed the bulk of the work involved in 

this exhaustive report, involving not only a general summary of financial, 

business and industrial trends in the district, but also complete statistical 

data on the operations of the various departments. Semi-annual summaries of 

group and chain banking in this district are prepared primarily for the use 

of the Division of Bank Operations of the Board, and similar summaries ofDigitized for FRASER 
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branch banking a re  a lso  supplied the Board. These are  mimeographed and sup

p lie d  to  o f f ic e r s  o f the bank fo r  th e ir  inform ation.

9. Preliminary Report of loans and Investments of all Member Banks

W ithin three weeks o f the date each quarterly  c a l l  i s  made 

by the Board and the Comptroller o f the Currency* th is  department compiles from  

the Ind iv idua l reports o f  each member bank* a tabu la tion  showing t o t a l  loans 

and investments, c la s s i f ie d  as d irected  by the Board* according to  centra l re 

serve* reserve c ity *  and country banks, and showing aggregates fo r  separate  

items comprising the t o t a l .

(b ) Duties Performed P rim arily  fo r  the Banks

1. Lists of Banks Licensed

Immediately a f t e r  the banking ho liday* the Reserve Board 

authorised the Reserve banks to  procure and dispense inform ation as to  banks 

licensed  to  re -open , in  hands o f  conservators * etc . This work was taken over 

by th is  department a t that tim e, and fo r  a time weekly printed l i s t s  were pre

pared and sent in  la rg e  numbers to  a l l  Federal Reserve banks, the Board, and 

any others who might desire  them. Since June 1933* when the prin ted  l i s t s  and 

supplements were discontinued, i t  has been found d e s irab le  to  prepare mimeo

graphed l i s t s  showing status o f a l l  banks tw ice each y ea r , and to  issue  weekly  

supplements in d ica tin g  a l l  changes o f  s ta tu s . Since the banking ho liday , 

th is  d iv is io n  has given out a l l  inform ation requested by telephone, te legraph*  

by m a ll, and personal c a l l ,  regard ing the status o f  in d iv id u a l banks the 

country over. The volume o f  th is  work has diminished n a tu ra lly  w ith  the return  

o f more normal banking conditions but fo r  a time i t  requ ired  the f u l l  time o f  

two members o f  the s t a f f  to  maintain and supply accurate inform ation on changes.

2. Supervision of Printing

A considerable volume o f p rin tin g  is done lo c a l ly  a t the request  

o f the Board, covering on occasion regu lation s  o f  the Board, pamphlets, in stru c tio n s ,
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and form le t te rs  requesting inform ation from banks, e t c * ,a l l  o f which* including  

in  many instances the ed iting#  is  supervised by th is  d iv is io n * one o f the s t a f f ,  

in  add ition  to  other d u t ie s , is  a q u a lif ie d  p roo f reader as w e ll as ed ito r#  and 

competent to  handle the p rin ting  supervision*

5* Statements to  the Press

In  add ition  to the handling o f press re leases  r e la t in g  to  

bank statements noted above# on au thority  o f  the Chairman# th is  d iv is io n  prepares  

announcements o f ra te  changes and other m atters# and issues them to  the p ress .

Charts# Graphs# eto#

Considerable time is  spent by the d iv is io n  in  m aintaining and 

bringing down to  date, fo r  the Chairman and the Governor, charts showing condi

t io n  items o f th is  and other Federal Reserve banks# as w e l l  as condition Items 

o f certa in  cen tra l fo re ign  banks. A lso# occasionally# reso lu tion s  a re  le tte red  

on sheepskin, organ ization  and sp ec ia l charts prepared# e t c . , by the department.

5* A summary o f the changes in  p r in c ip a l items o f condition o f

th is  bank and the twelve banks combined is  prepared each week fo r  the convenience 

o f the Chairman and the Governor.

6* D igests o f Congressional B i l l s

For the past two years , i t  has been found u se fu l to  have b r i e f  

digests  o f  lengthy congressional b i l l s ,  prepared fo r  the Chairman. A copy o f  

these is  a lso  sent to  the Governor. During sessions o f Congress th is  work a t 

ta in s  considerable proportions.

7« Records o f S ubscrip tions, Memberships, e tc .

Records o f th is  kind are maintained in  our lib ra ry #  and a l l  

b i l l s  fo r  subscriptions# memberships in  State banking a sso c ia t io n s , e t o .# are  

handled through the lib ra ry #  in  order to  provide an accurate record o f the status

o f each
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8* Regulation T

The adm in istration  o f  the Board1s Regulation T# Extension  

and Maintenance o f C redit by Brokers # Dealers # and Members o f  National Securi

t ie s  Exchanges# is  centered# under the Agent# in  th is  d iv is ion * An ad d itio n a l 

employe has been retained fo r  th is  purpose.

9* Translations

At various times# tran s la tio n s  and d igests  have been made o f  

reports and other pub lications o f  fo re ign  cen tra l banks# fo r  the Governor* 

and tran s la tio n s  o f le t te rs  have been done fo r  severa l o f the operating depart

ments o f  the bank*

(o ) Duties Performed fo r  the General P u b lic , The L ibrary*

A la rg e  volume o f work is  done in  th is  d iv is io n  in  supplying 

accurate fin an c ia l and economic inform ation to  the general p u b lic . The L ib rary  

i s  open to  the pub lic  and nuch use i s  made o f it#  both by personal c a lle r s  and 

by telephone as w e l l .  During the month o f September 1934# during which a com

p le te  summary o f  serv ices o f  th is  kind was tabulated# a to ta l o f  390 in qu irie s  

was handled# in  ad d ition  to  many s im ila r requests made to  other sections o f  

the department. These include requests fo r  such inform ation as  reading l i s t s  

fo r  high school c lasses  in  economics# d is tr ib u t io n  o f  pamphlets r e la t in g  to  

the Reserve System, loaning reading matter on economic subjects to  o f f ic e r s  o f  

member banks and others# etc .#  data on money in  c irc u la t io n , inform ation re 

garding status of le g is la t io n #  exp lanation  and am p lifica tion  o f f in a n c ia l and 

trade data published in  the Federal Reserve B u lletin#  requests fo r  r e t a i l  trade  

inform ation in  th is  and other Federal Reserve d is t r ic t s .  I t  is  be lieved  that 

the a v a i la b i l i t y  to the pub lic  o f  a source o f inform ation o f th is  character 

constitutes a d is t in c t  se rv ice .
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Value of Federal Reserve Bank Monthly Reviews

The monthly review of this bank is mailed to slightly over 

10,000 banks, firms, corporations, and individuals, 98 of which are in 

foreign countries• These reviews appear to fulfill a distinct need for 

current accurate and unbiased information on banking and industrial trends 

in each Federal Reserve district and, to the extent to which such informa

tion is shown in the national summary received from the Board for inclusion 

in the review, for the country as a whole* Requests for receipt of the 

review are received constantly* The data supplied by these monthly publi

cations are of distinct value, and whether they go out in the form of a 

review from each bank, or in some consolidated form, is, in our opinion, 

of less importance than is the value of the information. It is a well 

known fact that during the past fifteen years business statistics have 

made an important place for themselves in this and other countries, and 

the Reserve banks* contribution has been marked* It is interesting to note 

that the Bank of England within the past year or two began the publication 

of a monthly statistical report giving banking and industrial Information 

similar to, though less comprehensive in treatment than the reviews of the 

Federal Reserve banks* It is our opinion that the continuation of this 

service in same form equally accessible to the general public, is warranted 

by the use now being made thereof*
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NATIONAL BANK OF DETROIT

February 14, 1935

Mr. James Inglis 
Mayflower Hotel 
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Inglis:

I was pleased to find your memorandum of the 11th awaiting me when I got 
back today and am hastening to give you the following comment, which I 
hope may be of some help in preparing your answers. The numbers below 
refer to the paragraphs marked on the sheet attached to Mr. Buss' letter, 
all of which is enclosed -

1* General Credit Situation

(a) It appears to me that under the existing circumstances the 
commercial banks are taking pretty good care of applications 
for commercial credit. Rated on the basis of the general idea 
of bank credit which prevailed a few years ago, commercial banks 
are not meeting the issue. On the other hand, a pertinent question 
is how good was the idea as to commercial credit which prevailed a 
few years ago. Today commercial banks are financing the turnover 
of trade and any individual or company of financial responsibility 
can secure short term credit. It is our view that long term 
credit, that is capital credit, should never be extended on a 
basis of the deposit of a commercial bank*

(b) There is without a doubt a need for capital credit. It is our 
view that it is not the mission of the Federal reserve bank to 
extend this credit; rather, that the way must again be cleared 
for this credit to be extended through private means. The right 
flow of credit to my mind would involve some stabilization of the 
purchasing power of money (above all, the balancing of the national 
budget) and also further constructive work in connection with the 
security exchanges.

2. Interest Rates

(a) The interest rates on time and savings deposits of banks would 
have to be predicated, of course, upon the return which may be 
derived from the use of money. As long as the Government’s money 
policy calls for a downward revision of interest rates, then member 
banks will do well to keep in step and continue to lower interest 
rates in keeping.

(b) On loans to member banks and on industrial advances this same point 
of the Government’s fiscal policy must be kept in mind and the rates 
charged by the Federal reserve banks should be in keeping with the 
general trend. It should be borne in mind, as it doubtless is, that 
long term advances to industry rightfully demand a better rate than 
do commercial loans.

EXHIBIT NO
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3.

4. Need for Continuance, etc.

From all reports the job of reconditioning the capital structure 
of banks has been pretty well completed and in all probability 
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation will not be called upon 
for any great continued activity in that line. Parenthetically, 
we all think that the Reconstruction Finance Corporation has done 
a great job in this connection.

5. Adequacy of Reimbursement, etc.

It would appear that since there is a community of interests, 
effected by the profitableness of the operations of the Federal 
reserve banks, that the Federal Government should reimburse the 
Federal Reserve banks for their entire out-of-pocket expenses 
in connection with services performed or for space rented to the 
various agencies of the Government.

6. Regulation Fixing liar gin Requirements, etc.

We are not greatly impressed by the policy of the Federal Reserve 
Board of issuing regulations as to margin requirements for loans 
by banks upon equity securities, Yfe do not think you can either 
legislate or regulate the details of the banking business to the 
point that by following Rule No. 11 the loss will be avoided.

Answering specifically Question (a), it would seem that only the 
most general of regulations should be xissued.

As to Question (b), we see no real reason for the differentiation 
between the amount a bank can lend as distinguished from the amount 
a broker can lend.

7. Economic and Statistical Divisions of Federal reserve banks.

(a) The Federal Reserve Bulletin is a most useful document to the 
officers and directors of banks and provides a splendid 
source of information.

(b) It is felt that to a considerable extent the various Federal 
Reserve Bank Monthly Reviews provide interesting information. 
On the other hand, much of this information is available from 
other sources and it is a question as to whether the value 
justifies the cost.
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8. Establishment of Career System for Personnel, eto.

We think that every reasonable man ■would favor the establish
ment of a career system for the personnel of Federal reserve 
banks. Good financial judgment, of course, depends to some 
extent upon good political judgment. Any system which throws 
any great weight to the political element will, of course, be 
abused and will be a detriment to the Federal reserve banks 
and their member banks.

9. Criticisms of Existing Regulations, etc•

Commercial banks generally have some complaint as to the 
existing regulations or rulings of the Federal Reserve Board•
A major case in point is that of Regulation Q, the interpre
tation of the Board being far more conflicting and less enlightening 
than the regulation itself. Most commercial bankers want to 
follow the rules of the game, provided they can learn definitely 
what the rules are.

It is not known just to what extent this same exception might 
be applied as between the various Federal reserve banks and 
the Board.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) BEN YOUNG
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Arizona Ehlimore
Ph o e n i x ,

February 16, 1935

HARRY BOYLE
RESIDENT MANAGER

Sot?,. i( l)

Hon. M. S. Eccles
Governor Federal Reserve Board
Washington, D . C.
Dear Governor:
In my absence from Chicago, your.letter p f Februarv
6, X9115 was forwarded to me. I am advtsed'^thaT'^Ehis 
letter is having attention at the bank and a detailed 
report will be made thereto.
I should like to add a few observations of my own, 
with respect to certain of the points which you 
suggest. You have requested our frank opinion from 
our viewpoint, of the relations between the Federal 
Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks, and 
the Member banks, and I am sure that anything which 
I may say will not be taken as criticism as I do not 
so intend it.
It was inevitable during these recent years of bank
ing difficulties and the almdst complete re^eipenation 
of the banking structure, that the activities of the 
Federal Reserve Board and its Federal Reserve Agents, 
should enter a new phase of an intimate relationship 
and supervision of the Federal Reserve Banks and of 
the member banks.
I take it however, that the Federal Reserve Boardr s chief 
function is in matters of monetary and banking policy 
and that it seeks only to coordinate the activities 
of the several Federal Reserve Banks, within the 
broad lines of such policies; that it is primarily a 
Board of policy rather than aSAadministration.
If I may say so without criticism, it has seemed to 
me that of recent years, a tendendy has been toward 
more administration on the part of the Board and its
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Hon. M. S. Eccles 
February 16, 1955

large staff. You have suggested the word TTBureaucracyTf 
and I have sometimes thought that the tendency was rather 
toward such an activity.
It would seem that if the Federal Reserve Board is 
primarily concerned with policy, that the responsibility 
of the details of operation and administration of the 
several Federal Reserve Banks belongs to their Boards 
of Directors, always within the policies as outlined 
and coordinated by the Federal Reserve Board.

the responsibility forIt would also seem thaj^jiot only the administration 
but the details of examination and supervision of member 
banks should be placed on the accredited Agent of the 
Federal Reserve Board in each district, such adminis
tration to be under policies established by the Board.
It seems imperative, under any form of a central bank
ing system in this country, of wide area and varied 
interests, that there be regional agencies with an 
understanding and an intimate knowledge on the ground 
of communities, conditions and men and it seems obvious 
that such an agent should be qualified to administer 
and to supervise the member banks more effectively than 
could be done from a centralized office.
Under the present system of the review of the minutest 
details of each examination of member banks by the staff 
of the Federal Reserve Board, there appears to be a 
duplication of the work performed by the Federal Reserve 
Agent’s Department. This also applies to the close 
study and search which is given by the Agent in formu
lating recommendations for trust powers , applications 
for membership, directors and voting permits, and other 
similar matters of administration, and from this dual 
review of detail, there arises much correspondence and 
delay and some inconvenience to mamber banks, in matters 
which are more technical than important.
This is not a criticism of the staff itself with whom 
our relations have been especially happy and who have 
been very helpful and courteous, but rather a sugges
tion of an unnecessary duplication of administration 
and supervision. It seems to me that the Agent should 
be allowed a reasonable discretion in these matters 
and that his recommendations should prevail without 
a complete review of more or less insignificant details.
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Hon. M. S. Eccles 
February 16, 1935

The member banks feel very close and are in continual 
personal contact with the Federal Reserve Agent1s De
partments, in a relationship of cooperation and help
fulness, while the Federal Reserve Board is to them 
something more or less remote. It therefore seems 
wise that in " " such relationships
than direct from Washington.
It is perhaps unfortunate that the members of the 
Federal Reserve Board cannot find it possible to devote 
more time to visits to the various districts, to ac
quaint themselves with"the directors and officers of 
the banks and their operations, and also to acquire 
At first hand, some knowledge of the local conditions.
With respect to certain other of your queries, I may 
be permitted to make some comments, first as to:
The General Credit Situation— it is believed that 
commercial banks generally are eager to make good 
loans. However, the banking catastrophes of the last 
few years have tended to put banks in a defensive 
attitude, which many of them unwittingly retain.
This has not been heretofore helped by the attitude 
of many of the examiners. During these years, bankers 
have necessarily concerned themselves primarily with 
collecting or strengthening the loans already in their 
portfolios and their attitude toward any new loans has 
been a passive one and waiting for the borrower to come 
to them.
Within the limits of sound banking and avoiding the 
temptation of undue risks, which, might be encouraged by the insurance of deposits and also the urge for 
needed earnings, banks may now properly revert to a 
more aggressive attitude in encouraging worthy enter
prises with offers of credit. The Federal Reserve 
system might well use its influence to instill courage 
to banks, along these sound lines.
Interest rates— We venture to say from careful reviews 
and repeated inquiries, that at least 90% of the member 
banks in this district are in accord with the lowering 
of rates upon all Time and Savings deposits. The tenden
cy has been markedly in that direction, particularly since

be conducted member banks, rather
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Hon. M. S . Eccles 
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the establishment of maximum rates by Federal regulation 
and during 1934 a great many of the smaller country banks, 
voluntarily reduced their maximum rate to 2%, without 
loss of deposits. The competitive race for deposits 
prior to 1929, and the price paid for them in interest 
rates and service, has been very definitely superseded 
by a saner attitude of a reasonable basis of business 
and its ready acceptance by depositors.
Conditions of Membership— Conditions of membership 
should be revised. A number of them are now statutory 
under the banking act or under state laws and may there
fore be omitted. I venture to suggest that it might be 
well to revise these conditions on the basis of sound 
principles of banking, rather than to impose special 
conditions and explicit prohibitions.
KFC Activities— I consideritvery important that the 
Reconstruction Finance C c activities in the rehab
ilitation of capital structures of banks, be continued.
It will probably be necessary for considerable numbers 
of non-member banks to increase their capital prior to 
membership in the system, and conditions do not warrant 
a belief that this can be altogether done through local 
sources.

•'Tvtr'hSecurities Regulations For Banks— There does^appear to be 
an immediate or pressing need for regulations fixing 
margin requirements for loans by banks upon equity 
securities. A further experience with the operation of 
Regulation ”TtT might therefore be advisable before 
issuing regulations for banks.
I believe however, that such a regulation should be 
subject to such changes as experience in Regulation "T" 
may dictate, a m  should be withheld from issuance at 
this time, when we are seeking to stimulate rather 
than restrict banks in extending credits. I do not 
consider that there is danger at present of banks 
extending undue credit for speculation purposes.
In due course however, such regulations should be 
issued and this should be before a heavy speculative 
movement may prevail, so that banks may be prepared 
in advance and any abuses of credit may be forestalled
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Hon. M. S. Eccles 
February 16, 1935

rather than a change be forced after that may have 
occurred, with its resulting ill effects on the markets 
and on the public interest.
Economic and Statistical Work— In my opinion, a certain 
amountof this work is necessary and valuable. Probably 
one-half of the time of the statistical department of our 
bank is given to collecting and supplying information 
required by the Federal Reserve Board. Some of this is 
in the nature of special studies of importance. I have 
sometimes questioned however, the necessity of daily 
reports in minute detail which are collated and sent to 
us each day from Washington. Some of this would appear 
Just as useful to us, if only compiled weekly.
The monthly bulletin issued by the district banks, is 
in my opinion, valuable. Perhaps not so much to the 
officers and directors of the bank itself, but as*a 
service to the whole business community of the district. 
Cur experience is that it is widely read and quoted, 
and that industry which so freely supplies us with 
information, relies on this compilation and finds it 
valuable. This applies also to many banks which other
wise would not have the condition of the particular 
district and its business affairs so reviewed.
I trust that these observations will be accepted in 
the spirit in which they are wrritten and appreciate 
your inquiry as to our views in these matters.

EMS/gb
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EXCERPT FROM MINUTES OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DIREC
TORS, FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF CHICAGO, HELD ON FEB
RUARY 21, 1955.

"Federal Reserve Board*s letter X-9115, containing a list 

of subjects for consideration by officers and directors of Federal 

reserve banks, was submitted ty Governor Schaller. Each director 

presented his views on the various subjects contained in the let

ter. Governor Schaller stated that a reply would be made to the 

Federal Reserve Board embodying suggestions made by the officers and

directors•n
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February 21, 1935•

Hon. M. S. Eccles, Governor,
Federal Reserve Board,
Washington, B. C.

Bear Governor Eccle s $

In accordance with/your letter of February 6, X-9115, the sub
jects mentioned therein have been carefully considered“̂ y the directors 
and officers of this bank, and I am pleased to submit their views on 
them in the order listed by you.

1. General credit situation.
(a) Are commercial banks doing everything in their power 

to improve the situation?

There is unquestionably a desire on the part of the banks to do 
everything in their power to improve the situation, and many are active
ly putting forth efforts to this end. However, it is believed that des
pite deposit insurance, excess reserves, and improved conditions, some are 
still overly cautious as a consequence of their experiences resulting from 
depreciated assets, hoarding, runs, etc., which brought on the banking 
holiday of 1933. There has been improved sentiment in recent months, and 
we have a feeling that, as confidence is further restored, there will be 
greater willingness to consider as acceptable some loans that have not 
been so regarded.

(b) If not, what steps can be taken by the Federal Reserve Banks 
or otherwise to bring about an improvement?

We believe that the most practical and effective step that can be 
taken by the Federal Reserve Banks to improve the credit situation is to 
further emphasize and promote the interest of banks in the making of 
industrial loans and commitments under Section 13b of the Federal Reserve 
Act. We also think that it would be helpful if all banks would follow 
the practice of having loans rejected (as well as those recommended) by 
the loan officers, reviewed by the Executive Committee or senior officers. 
One of the obstacles to be overcome would seem to be the resentment of 
bankers to the published charges that they are not doing their duty, as 
they think such criticism is unjustified. "

2. Interest rates.
(a) On time and savings deposits of member banks.

The maximum rate on time and savings deposits was recently reduced 
from Z% to 2g5& by the Federal Reserve Board, and it is our opinion that the 
maximum rate should not be again altered until developments clearly in—
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dicate that another change is desirable# Obviously, member banks may 
pay any lower rate that they may desire# While some nonmember banks may 
pay a higher rate, it is not believed that this will cause much disturbance, 
and such competition between insured banks will be shortly adjusted if 
pending F#D.I#C# banking legislation is passed#

(b) On loans of member banks and on industrial advances and 
commitments by Federal Reserve Banks#

n The low discount rates of the Federal Reserve Banks (St# Louis,
2%) are an example to the member banks, and should encourage them to make 
reasonably low rates to their customers♦

3. Matters affecting admission of nonmember banks to Federal
Reserve System#
(a) Earnings of nonmember banks from exchange collection 

charges•

Apparently only a few banks in this district are not members of 
the Federal Reserve System on account of their unwillingness to forego ex
change charges on checks sent to them for collection# More than 70% of 
tiie nonmember banks are now on the par list, and of those not on the par 
list 27% are in a State that has legislation preventing the parring of 
checks by nonmember banks# Moreover, most of the banks not on the par list 
are small institutions. Of the 377 non-par banks, 179 have deposits of 
$100,000 or less each, 117 not exceeding $250,000, 49 not more than $500,000 
and only 32 over the latter amount# In other words, 78% of the non-par 
banks have deposits of less than $250,001, and 47% have less than $100,001 
each#  ̂Many of the nonmember banks feel that they do not need membership 
particularly since the insurance of their deposits# To place all insured 
banks on a more equitable basis, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
might give consideration to requiring nonmember banks to par checks the 
same as member banks are required to do if given authority#

(b) Present conditions of membership#

At tiie present time the usual conditions of membership number 15, 
and if a State bank or trust company exercises trust powers, three are add
ed, making 18# While these conditions are considered desirable, in order 
that they may appear less numerous and thereby make a better impression 
on recipients, it is suggested that the number of them be reduced by con
solidating condition No# 2 with No# 1, and conditions Nos# 5 and 6 with No#
3. Inasmuch as inquiries relative to requirements of membership are being 
received from nonmember banks and trust companies, and as the volume will 
doubtless increase as July 1, 1937, draws nearer, unless the compulsory 
provision is changed, it is suggested that the Board’s Regulation H be 
revised as soon as possible after disposition of the proposed banking 
legislation.
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(o) Advisability of extension of membership to banks outside 
the States and the District of Columbia#

i
The Federal Reserve Act now providess "National banks, or banks 

organized under local laws, located in Alaska or in a dependency or insular 
possession or any part of the United States outside of the continental 
United States may remain nonmember banks, and shall in that event maintain 
reserves and comply with all the conditions now provided by law regulating 
them; or said banks may, with the consent of the Reserve Board, become 
members of any one of the reserve districts, and shall in that event take 
stock, maintain reserves, and be subject to all the other provisions of 
this Act." It is doubtless advisable to leave these provisions as they 
are, so that banks outside of the States may be in position to meet local 
situations# However^ to carry out the purpose of unification of banking, 
and in order that such banks may receive the benefits of membership, we think 
they should be encouraged to become members of the System. [We feel that 
special efforts should be made to have nonmember banks in the District of 
Columbia become members, for the further reason that the seat of government 
is there and their joining would set an example to others#]]

4. Need for continuance of assistance of Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation in connection with rehabilitation of capital 
structures of banks#

w

It is our opinion that the assistance of the Reconstruction Fi
nance Corporation in connection with the rehabilitation of capital structures 
of banks should be continued, certainly until July 1, 1937, when all in
sured nonmember banks must be members of the Federal Reserve System# We 
feel that its services are needed to complete the capital rehabilitation of 
banks, especially nonmembers# We believe that it will be necessary to 
strengthen the capital structures of many nonmember banks before admitting 
them to membership in the Federal Reserve System# s

5. Adequacy of reimbursement of Federal Reserve Banks by Treas
ury and other governmental agencies for various services 
rendered and for space used in Federal Reserve bank build
ings#

■' An Accounting Conference of representatives of Federal Reserve 
Banks was held in Chicago on June 27 and 28, 1934, at which recommendations 
were made that the reserve banks should be reimbursed by the Treasury and 
other Governmental agencies, such as the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 
Farm Credit Administration, etc#, for expenses incurred on their account, 
including use and rental of space, furniture ami equipment, etc. A committee, 
consisting of Governors Fleming, McKinney, and Martin, has been appointed to 
work with Mr. Smead, of the Board*s staff, in an effort to obtain full re
imbursement of such expenses. We concur in the recommendations of said 
Accounting Conference and in the objective of the committee mentioned# 'y
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6* Regulation fixing margin requirements for loans by banks 
upon equity securities for the purpose of purchasing or 
carrying securities registered on national securities 
exchanges•
(a) Circumstances under which regulation should be issued*

■' On September 28, 1934, the Federal Reserve Board issued its 
Regulation T, in regard to extension of credit by brokers, and we be
lieve that it would be appropriate and desirable for it to issue at 
this time a similar regulation affecting loans by banks on equity 
securities*

(b) Whether regulation should permit borrower to obtain 
from bank more than he could obtain from broker under 
Regulation T*

We are told that in another district a borrower transferred his 
account from a broker to a bank because of the larger amount that could 
be borrowed on securities, and that certain banks had solicited accounts 
from customers of brokers, mentioning that advantage* It appears that, 
for the purpose of purchasing or carrying equity securities, a borrower 
should not be permitted to obtain more from a bank than from a broker 
under Regulation T* On the other hand, where a customer of a bank is in 
need of funds for his business, and pledges securities, if the banker is 
satisfied as to his financial responsibility, it would seem that he should 
not be required to adhere to the marginal requirements of Regulation T.
In our opinion, a distinction should be drawn between loans for the pur
pose of investment or speculation and borrowings for agricultural, in
dustrial or commercial purposes9 as the law contemplates^(your X-7955)*

7. Economic and statistical divisions of Federal Reserve Banks*
(a) Usefulness to directors and officers*

VYhe Statistical Division of this bank, while organized and con
ducted with a minimum of help and expense, has from the first been a 
valuable adjunct to the institution* In addition to issuing the monthly 
review of conditions, preparing the annual report, maintaining charts in 
the Board Room, and supplying routine statistics to directors, officers, 
and other departments, it has prepared special reports on business, bank
ing, and other subjects to be used at conferences of Chairmen and Governors, 
and for other occasions* It has gathered in the district, from time to 
time, statistics required for studies of the Federal Reserve Board upon 
which recommendations for legislation and shaping of policies were based* 

xNvBeing on the ground, its contacts with the banking and business community 
are of a more intimate and confidential character, and through such con
tacts it is possible to procure information which would not otherwise be 
obtainable readily by agencies outside of the district* We believe that
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the Division performs a necessary ■work, and that it should be con
tinued within reasonable limits. \\

(b) Value of Federal Reserve Bank monthly review.

The monthly review is furnished to the Federal Reserve Board, our 
directors, officers, department managers, examiners, persons who supply 
us data, and others who request it. There are about 6,000 names on our 
mailing list.W We frequently receive requests for the review, and com
ments as to its comprehensiveness and value. It is freely quoted by the 
press, which not only affords favorable advertising for the System, but 
supplies accurate first-hand information to the public. Apparently the 
newspapers and the business men of the district prefer a review that 
is compiled in the district and deals mainly with it. We feel that the 
review serves a useful purpose, and that it should be continued. ̂

8. Establishment of a career system for personnel of Federal
Reserve Banks.

We believe that the career system for personnel of Federal Re
serve Banks is highly desirable. It should not be difficult if the 
personnel is selected with regard to both efficiency and the ability, 
as well as the desire, to render every proper service. So far as 
possible, we have been following such a system. We have been training 
juniors for more responsible positions and advancing them when opportunity 
permits, thus reducing the necessity of hiring outside senior clerks• We 
have encouraged our employees to attend the evening classes of the 
American Institute of Banking, which has helped them materially to qualify 
for promotions.U

9. Criticisms of existing regulations or rulings or procedure 
of the Federal Reserve Board, with specific recommendations 
as to changes which would correct any unsatisfactory 
features of the relations between the Board or its staff 
and the Federal Reserve Banks or member banks.

At the Conference of Assistant Federal Reserve Agents and Examiners 
in 'Washington last September, one of the topics on the program was 
MAnalysis of number of reports required of banks and practicability of 
curtailment of such reports.” In the discussion of this subject it was 
mentioned that some member banks had complained of the work and expense 
of compiling reports, and it was stated that the matter was being given 
attention by governmental agencies."

J v Our Transit Department suggests that the Par List and supplements
thereto be distributed earlier, if possible about the 8th of the month of
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issue.* For example, the January Par List bears the date January 1 on its 
cover, while the latest information for that list was transmitted to the 
Board by telegraph on January 2. t Frequently as much as a month elapses 
before the completed Par List or supplement is received, which has led to 
numerous inquiries from banks as to the routing of checks• "

In case further comments or specific criticisms regarding the 
Board•s regulations, rulings, or procedure, come to our attention, we will 
advise you.

M As to relations between the Board and the Reserve Banks or member 
banks, it has been suggested that it would be helpful if more authority and 
discretion could be delegated to the directors and officers of the Federal 
Reserve Banks - the men in the field. The Board could issue broad general 
principles for guidance of the reserve banks and they would handle and carry 
out the details of specific cases. The Reserve Bank would refer to the 
Board only borderline cases and those that involve questions of policy. It 
is thought that the extension of this plan would relieve the Board of con
siderable detail work, place more responsibility on the Federal Reserve 
Banks, and promote closer relations• y\

Trusting that these comments may be of some assistance, and assur
ing you of our desire to cooperate in every way, I am,

Yours very truly,

mo.
Chairman of the Board
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F e d e r a l  R e s e r v e  Ba n k

OF M I NNEAPOL1S

March 1st, 1935*

(To be attached to and form a part 
of my response of February 26th to 
your letter X-9115 dated February
6, 1935.)

Marriner S. Eccles, Governor, 
Federal Reserve Board,

Washington, D. C.
Dear Governor Eccles,

\\ Additional communication with our Directors in
dicates that in at least three cases, two of which reflect 
the views of the larger banks in this district, these Directors 
are opposed to imposing the same regulations on bank loans made 
with listed securities as collateral as are imposed in the 
Federal Reserve Bank’s regulations with regard to brokers’ 
loans.

?The majority of the Directors have expressed no 
opinion on this subject, principally because loans on securi
ties are not important to the banks in their comiaunities. As 
my original recommendation favored a rigid rule and largely 
represented ny point of view, it seems only fair that this 
opposite point of view be considered together with that recom
mendation.

This letter should be attached to my letter to 
you of February 26th last. "

Very truly yours,

m .

CHAI1 OF THE BOARD
JNPiB

chai:
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F e d e r a l  R e s e r v e  Ba n k

o f  M i n n e a p o l i s
O F F I C E  O F

C h a i r m a n  o f  t h e  B o a r d . 
F e d e r a l  R e s e r v e  Ag e n t . February 26th, 1935

Hon. M. S. Eccles, Governor,
Federal Reserve Board,

Washington, B. C.
Dear Governor Eccles,

Under date of February 6th you requested 
that we submit certain questions to the directors and offi
cers of this Federal Reserve Bank. All of these questions 
have received consideration from all of the directors and 
all of the officers, and I attach a summary of their reac
tions. In an effort to make this summary concise, we have 
eliminated entirely supporting argument.

JHP:B 
01 CL.
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.
REPLIES BY THE FEDERAL RESERVE BARK OF MIKNE APQLIS 

TO FEDERAL RESERVE BO/RD’S LETTER"X-9115 AND X-9115-a,
DATED FEBRUARY 6, 1935,

The following are answers to the questions proposed on X-9115-a, 
written after consultation with the officers and directors of this Bank.

1. (a) Commercial hanks are doing everything in their power to 

extend credit within the limits of good hanking.

(h) Expansion of hank credit in the form of loans to commerce 

and industry will occur as soon as the idle funds of industry have been put to 

use. This in turn appears to await the return of confidence in the stability
X.

of values and a reasonable assurance of profit. Constructive leadership by 

the Federal Reserve Board in analyzing and interpreting the present business 

situation would be useful in restoring confidence. Commercial banks would 

be more inclined to make long-term loans and to assist business to reorganize 

and refinance if the rediscount privileges granted by the Federal Reserve 

banks were expanded. If the bill for the Banking Act of 1935 should not 

pass in Congress, the Federal Reserve Board might suggest that Congress vote 

a special fund to be used by the Federal Reserve banks in discounting long

term loans for the commercial banks of the country. These funds might be 

apportioned among the commercial banks on the basis of their capital and 

surplus so that every bank would know that when it made long-term loans up

to the allotted amount, it would be able to rediscount them at the Federal
1

Reserve Bank of the district, if soundly made.

2. (a) The present maximum interest rates prescribed by the Federal 

Reserve Board to be paid on time and savings deposits of member banks are 

satisfactory, but no member bank should be penalized on this score because 

it is a member of the Federal Reserve System, In other words, legislation 

should be passed prohibiting insured non-member banks from paying higher rates of
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r  interest tht, membw banks can pay. The infl nee the Federal Reserve Board 

should he used to induce the states to pass laws prohibiting non-insured banks 

from paying higher rates than insured banks can pay. In the general matter of
M

fixing maximum interest rates on time and savings deposits, the Federal Reserve 

Board should lean toward a rate high enough to meet the requirements of banks 

in the less fortunate communities. Bankers in communities with surplus funds 

can be counted on to readjust their interest rates downward below the maximum 

rates fixed by the Federal Reserve Board.

(b) !' Interest rates charged on loans by member banks in this district 

are held down by competition, government lending, and State laws. Since member 

banks have no rediscounts and the majority of them are supplied with excess 

reserves, there is nothing that the Federal Reserve Bank can do to lower the 

rates at which banks are lending.

The rates on industrial advances and commitments, as used by this 

Federal Reserve Bank, are sufficiently low to meet the situation in this dis-
titrict satisfactorily. The reasons for this belief are outlined in my letter 

to the Federal Reserve Board, dated February 14, 1935. A copy of this letter 

is attached as Appendix A.

3. (a)u The necessity for non-member banks to maintain their earnings

by some form of exchange charge is the primary reason why non-member banks 

do not join the Federal Reserve System. The tendency at the present time is 

for member banks to withdrew from the Federal Reserve System so that they may 

collect these exchange charges, and this movement would be more pronounced 

if member banks did not believe that they would be forced to reenter the 

Federal Reserve System in 1937 to retain their deposit insurance. As a 

practical matter, the law should be amended at once to permit all banks to 

levy exchange chargee at the rate of 1/lOth of 1 per cent of the face amount 

of the checks which they are paying. The Federal Reserve Board might well 

conduct an educational campaign leading to the establishment of the better

i
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(3)
/ practice of making these exchange charges against the drawer of the check 

rather than against the payee.'

?t(b) The present conditions of membership are so voluminous and 

involved that they frighten the prospective member. We recommend that the 

general conditions of membership be reduced to the following simple form, 

to be passed by the bank*s board of directors: "This bank agrees to abide

by the present and future rules and regulations prescribed by the Federal 

Reserve Board and to conduct its business according to sound banking principles". 

The other matters incorporated in the present conditions of membership should

be incorporated in the rules and regulations of the Federal Reserve Board or
i*

should be specified as special conditions of membership in certain cases.

(c) 1 Inasmuch as we have no volume of business with banks outside

of the United States and the District of Columbia, we have no opinion to
Uoffer on this point.

4. h v Assistance by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation in providing 

capital for banks should be continued until all existing banks are ade

quately capitalized. 1 We believe that there should always be in existence 

an agency to assist banks which are in a weakened condition. It would be 

well for this function of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to be con

tinued until the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or some other agency 

is ready to take over this work.

5. H Our reimbursement by the Treasury Department and other governmental 

agencies for services rendered is not adequate in a number of respects.

The following are instances of costs for which we should be reimbursed:

(a) The Treasury Department does not pay our expenses incident to the 

payment of government warrants, checks, or interest coupons; the redemption 

of matured securities; the transfer or exchange of government securities; 

the handling of depositary accounts; or the handling of Treasury currency

l

and coin,
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“  ^  (4) o  O
(b) A charge for floor space used by our staff acting as custodian of 

assets of governmental agencies is not possible under the present law. We 

recommend that the law be amended to allow an adequate charge for this space.

(c) Aside from the three officers directly connected with Reconstruction 

Finance Corporation and Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation operations, we are 

not reimbursed for time devoted to these Corporations by the officers of 

this bank. The increase in space and number of employees required to handle 

governmental operations involves additional indirect expense in the following

items, for which adequate reimbursement is not received:

Janitors, charwomen, and elevator operators; guard protection; 
office boys and pages; use of the bank automobile;

Electric current; supplies; telephone expense; registered mail 
meter; addressograph, mimeograph, multigraph, duplicator, and photostat 
expense;

4.
Repairs and alterations to adapt space; filing space and 

equipment; furniture and equipment loaned;

Personnel clerks; social, educational, and welfare expenses; 
Blanket bond; contribution by the bank to apply on prior service lia
bility of added employees under the Retirement System; accounting, 
auditing, and planning departments.

6. (a) * The Federal Reserve Board should issue a regulation at once

governing loans by member banks and non-member banks on stocks and securities. 

There is considerable confusion in the minds of bankers as to margin require

ments where security loans are made to customers for purposes other than carry

ing or speculating in securities."

(b) At the present time, there is no justification for permitting 

a borrower to obtain lower margin requirements at his bank than he could obtain 

from a broker under Regulation T, if he is borrowing to purchase or carry 

securities. ^  rn̂ ''
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7. (a) The Economic and Statistical Division of this Federal Reserve
/  // /  ' VSBank is essential to our officers and directors.

(h) At present we are mailing 7,000 copies of the Monthly Review. 

Our mailing list was revised a year ago to remove all persons who were not 

interested.Judging from our large mailing list and the expressed desire of 

a large percentage of readers to he retained on that list and the growing 

number of people who have asked to receive the Monthly Review, it is evident 

that this service is of great value. Certainly, a major part of the informa

tion contained in these Reviews could not he secured elsewhere. This is a 

dignified service that lends prestige to the Federal Reserve hanks. Before 

serious consideration is given to the elimination of this service, we suggest 

that our views on the value of the Monthly Review he confirmed hy sending a 

questionnaire to all persons who are now receiving it, asking them whether 

they find the material valuable, what use they make of it, and how it could 

he improved.^

8. v \ a  career system for personnel of the Federal Reserve hanks would he 

desirable. In any case, the present system of hiring and promoting employees 

should he revamped to introduce a more exact method of basing employment and 

promotion on merit. The career system should include the practice of trans

ferring capable officers and employees from one Federal Reserve Bank to 

another. There should he in Washington a System personnel officer whose 

duties it would he to establish intelligence and aptitude tests, uniform 

methods for hiring employees, uniform salary schedules (having regard for 

differences in living costs and responsibilities due to the size of the 

Federal Reserve hanks), recognition of employees and officers worthy of ad

vancement, and coordination of the personnel activities of the various Federal 

Reserve banks,xX
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A, Powers of the Federal Reserve Agent

1* /?The Federal Reserve Board should determine and state definitely 

how far Federal Reserve Agents are to go in action toward the 

removal of hank officers for inefficiency, incompetency, unde

sirable past records, and other reasons other than criminal 

procedure,'

3, The Federal Reserve Agent should have the power to veto an

application for a Rational hank charter even though the Comptroller 

of the Currency is in favor of granting it. The regional hanks 

understand local situations and are not subject to influences 

which might he brought to hear upon the Comptroller. Past ex

perience has indicated that such authority in the hands of the 

Federal Reserve Agent would have prevented numerous hank failures 

in this district.

11 3. The Federal Reserve Agent should he granted the power to pass 

on applications of State hanks for membership in the Federal 

Reserve System without submitting every case to the Federal 

Reserve Board for final action. This would give the Federal 

Reserve Agent more facilities for closing a deal with a non- 

member hank on the spot when the officials of the non-member 

hank are in a mood to join the System, Also much needless 

delay and confusion in passing on applications would he elimi

nated. The need for this decentralisation will he very ap

parent if the Banking Act of 1935 is passed, for the Federal 

Reserve Board will find it very difficult to handle the flood
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of applications which will be presented to it for approval.

(! 4. If the Banking Act of 1935 is passed, the regulations under

which banks with capital below the present minimum for member

ship are allowed to enter the Federal Reserve System should be 

formulated after receiving the advice of the Federal Reserve 

Agents, who are closely in touch with problems in the field. 

n B. Examination of Banks

nl. It would be desirable to centralize the control of examination 

of banks in the hands of a National committee. This Examining 

Committee would consist of one representative each from the 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation, the Federal Reserve Board, 

the Comptroller of the Currency and the Federal Deposit Insurance 

Corporation, who, together with four men elected by the National 

Association of Bank Supervisors of the United States, would elect 

one additional member. The Examining Committee should control 

and make all examinations of banks in the United States, all 

represented organizations to be allowed to use these examinations 

as they deemed fit; this Committee to formulate all procedure 

and oversee the work.

'' 2. In view of the fact that the Federal Reserve Board grants trust 

powers, the Federal Reserve Board should have the power to take 

away trust powers, and this power should cover both National and 

State Member banks, the natural corollary to which would be that 

the Federal Reserve Board, through the Federal Reserve examining 

agency, should make examinations of National as well as State

trust companies
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C. Other Relations with Commercial Banks

hi. The Federal Reserve Board should alter the form of published hank 

statement in use by member banks so that such statements would 

give the actual present appraised values of assets, and so that 

the titles of assets would give the public a clearer idea of just 

what classes of assets are being carried by the bank such as 

pledged assets, second mortgages and contracts, and defaulted bonds. 

tk 2. If banks are to be permitted to make long-time real estate loans, 

it would be desirable for the Federal Reserve Board to initiate a 

movement for member banks to issue long-term certificates of deposit 

for five or ten years, following the Swiss method. If that system 

were adopted, the ratio of mortgage loans for any bank should be 

limited to some percentage of the amount of the bank’s long-term 

certificates outstanding.

" 3. The present method of limiting capital to a certain minimum ratio 

to deposits appears to be too rigid and arbitrary to meet all con

ditions. Further study should be made of this matter and the rules 

should probably be made more flexible, 

h 4. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation should charge for its 

examinations so that the non-member banks will have no advantage 

over the State member banks in this matter if we begin charging 

for our examinations.
t„\ 5. Regulation D should be changed to avoid the conflict with Regu

lation Q by eliminating the provision that certain time deposits 

must be classified as demand deposits within thirty days of 

maturity. The amount involved for reserve purposes as to 

each bank is comparatively small. The change would eliminate 

much confusion and expense incident to the reserve calculations,

maintenance of records, etc. in country banks. This is one of the
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most irritating minor regulations and causes a great mass of 

corrective correspondence. This change and several other minor 

changes are indicated on a copy of Regulation D, which appears 

as Appendix B.

6, Bankers are "burdened with the preparation of too many reports. 

For instance, a State Member bank is required to report its 

earnings and dividends to the Federal Reserve Bank, to the 

State supervising authorities, to the Federal Income Tax de

partment , and the State Income Tax department. While the 

banker must necessarily file all such reports, it would seem 

that the Federal Reserve Board might make arrangements with all 

supervising authorities for the adoption of a uniform set of 

figures with reference to earnings and dividends. In this way, 

the banker would be required to compile only one set of figures. 

In this connection, it would seem proper to change from two semi

annual earnings and dividends reports to one annual report for 

both Rational and State banks. The semi-annual figures are al

most never used except in combinations to provide figures for 

the full calendar year. ’

*' 7. Called reports are unnecessarily detailed and contain several 

schedules which are probably never used. We suggest that the 

present form be modified to eliminate unnecessary schedules, 

and that these long forms be required only twice a year. For 

the intervening two calls, banks should be allowed to prepare 

only the short form for publication. Supervising authorities 

with two complete called reports and two examinations for each 

bank, annually, would have sufficient information for adminis

trative purposes.
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8* Regulation H regarding conditions of membership should be re

vised and brought up to date.

'x D. Relations of the Federal Reserve Board with the Federal Reserve Bank.

1, Vl It would be advantageous to reduce the length of time consumed

in the printing and furnishing of par lists and monthly supplements 

thereto. Our changes in the par lists are always in the Federal 

Reserve Board’s office on the second of the month. We do not 

receive the semi-annual par list until thirty days after the be

ginning of each semi-annual period, and the monthly supplements 

are received from twenty to thirty days after the date when they 

become effective.' For example, the supplement for February 1, 1935 

was received on February 20. This long delay causes misrouting 

of items by our member banks. The par lists might be printed in 

Chicago or St. Louis to shorten mailing time and to eliminate delays 

in the Government printing office.

I' 2. More frequent conferences should be held between representatives 

of the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks to 

plan procedure in matters of System interest. All Federal Reserve 

banks should be represented at such conferences by those at in

terest to avoid unnecessary correspondence and to permit of a 

full exchange of experience and ideas. d 

> 3. A digest of X-letters which are still in force should be pre

pared by the Federal Reserve Board and submitted for the use of 

all Federal Reserve banks. Something more than nine thousand 

X-letters have been issued, many of which are obsolete. It is 

becoming very difficult for Federal Reserve banks to keep their 

operations in accordance with this volume of instructions.
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of Federal Reserve "banks to decide on a uniform program of des

truction or maintenance of old records, This conference should 

include representatives of the Treasury Department, since the 

records of our transactions involving the Treasury Department
tt_____constitute the most bulky portion of our files.

| i5. It is understood that a conference will soon be called to review 

the present setup and methods of amending Form A dealing with the 

classification of employees and their salary schedules. A re-
> f

vision of Form A is urgently needed.

i 6. Under the proposed Banking Act of 1935, Section 8a dealing with 

interlocking directorates is amended to give the Federal Reserve 

Board the power to remove trifling and nonessential inconveniences 

in this matter. We recommend that the Federal Reserve Board issue 

the necessary regulations to put this new change into effect at 

the earliest possible time, w

7. The proposed Banking Act of 1935 gives the Federal Reserve Board 

the power to define definitely the term “executive officer11 of a 

bank. We recommend that the Federal Reserve Board issue a regu-
, itlation making such a definition as soon as possible.

8. At the next accounting conference of representatives of all of the 

Federal Reserve banks, we recommend that a review be made of all 

accounting reports now made to the Federal Reserve Board, with a 

view to eliminating any unnecessary or obsolete reports and to con

solidating other reports to reduce the volume of accounting work

in the Federal Reserve banks
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Certain expenses and inconveniences in handling fiscal agency 

operations for the Treasury Department appear to he avoidable. 

These matters are described in Appendix C. We suggest that the 

Federal Reserve Board discuss these matters with the Treasury 

Department /

''F. The Federal Reserve Board should occupy a position similar to that 

of the Supreme Court, with pensions for life upon retirement of 

its members, to remove the Board entirely from political and 

economic Influences. It would be advisable to alter the pending 

legislation to give every member who retires from the Federal 

Reserve Board, at the completion of the term for which he 

accepts appointment, a pension for life of approximately the 

same salary which he receives as a member of the Federal Reserve
V1Board,
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APPENDIX A
327.-3

February 14th, 1935.
Mr. Chester Morrill, Secretary,

Federal Reserve Board,
Washington, D. 0.

In re: Letter X-9122, February 11, 1935,
Interest Rates Charged on Industrial 
Advances and Commitments.

Dear Mr. Morrill,

I today discussed with our Executive Committee this situation. 
It is the conviction of the Committee that our present method of handling 
these loans is equitable, desirable, and satisfactory to all concerned.

Our rate on direct loans is 6^. From point of view of rate, 
we believe this is fair, and we will be fortunate to break even on the 
actual expense by charging this rate, for the following reasons:

(1) We have been obliged to set up am industrial loan investigating 
organization at considerable expense and to pay the expenses of 
the industrial advisory committee.

(2) We are installing an expensive organization to follow up these 
industrial loans, and it is our idea to act as nearly as possi
ble as "financial advisers" in making suggestions for the better
ment of the condition of the borrowers, both to assure ultimate 
payment of the industrial loans and to help these borrowers,
who must necessarily need constructive help in addition to the 
actual financing or they would not have applied to us. It is 
going to be essential for us to install a business expert who 
spends his whole time in examining and correcting obvious faults 
which appear in management and operation.

(3) The future loss in the loans which we have made must be an un
known quantity. In view of the fact the loans have been refused 
as bank loans by commercial banks before they come to us, there 
must be an assumption of considerable loss in the final analysis. 
This assumption is reasonably supported by the class of colla
teral which we must take and the long time maturity of the loans. 
Industrial loans taken on a long time basis with fixed assets 
only as collateral must develop losses on an average. As Mr. 
Szymczak so aptly put this situation to our directors, many are 
"risk-risk l o m s " .

(4) It would be an undesirable competitive situation if we made these 
loans at less than &f». Commercial banks rightly feel that &t>
is a reasonable rate for this class of loan and we would not 
want to compete with the banks for this business. At the present 
time, commercial banks can be induced by this &f> rate to take 
any loans of this class which they feel may qualify. If we re
duced our rate, there would be a tendency to either force the 
commercial banks to take these loans at a lesser rate or for the 
commercial banks to refuse the loans because of the rate, which, 
in turn, would force the loans into the Federal Reserve banks. 
Another angle to this competitive rate makes it undesirable to
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make a lower rate to a concern that has gotten into trouble and 
has been obliged to appeal to us for that reason, than the local 
bank is making to a concern that has been able to pull through 
on its own resources, and many commercial banks in this district 
are charging 6# on loans of that class.

(5) There is a difference in the rate requirements of the several Fed
eral Reserve districts. It seems axiomatic that the Federal Re
serve Bank of New York might logically charge a lesser rate on 
loans of this class than the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis.
The average rate structure in the west has always been higher 
than in the east, due largely to the relative accumulation of 
capital in the two districts and to the more settled industrial 
conditions which exist in the east.

Our experience to date indicates the most desirable method of 
handling these loans in this territory is on a flat 6% basis in all cases 
where participations are granted to banks. The system seems to work best 
when we take all the collateral and handle the loan and issue to the parti
cipating bank a participation certificate in the amount agreed upon. The 
banks seem well satisfied with this rate and are undoubtedly encouraged to 
take participations because of the &f> rate, which they would not take other 
wise.

We do not believe in a varying rate, as the tendency is always 
to make the lower of the varying rates the predominant rate and gives an 
opportunity for dissatisfaction between us and such borrowers as have been 
granted different rates on direct or participation loans. As it is our 
intention to service the loans in every detail from this office, excepting 
in such cases as we have given commitments in full, we can see no reason 
for varying the rate for the servicing by financial institutions or other 
banks.

Our rate on commitments is 1^ per annum. It is essential there 
be a charge for commitments for two reasons;

(1) Applicants would obtain commitments which they might not need, 
or might continue these commitments after all need for them 
had disappeared, thinking they might come in handy later, in 
the meantime tying up funds which might be loaned for the 
betterment of the district to other applicants. As the amount 
we can loan is limited to approximately $7,000,000 in this dis
trict, it is essential that no part of it be tied up by commit
ment that is not going to be actually used*

(2) A bank which assumes the whole or any part of the obligation for 
which we have made a commitment ties up the amount for which the 
commitment has been made, and the Yf> charge may have the effect 
of releasing those funds for other borrowers, assuming the bank 
is reasonably confident of ultimate payment and does not wish to 
pay the commitment charge.
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From experience, we "believe that 1% is about right. A commit
ment rate of less than 1$ per annum would introduce the evils enumerated 
above, and a commitment charge of more than 1% per annum might discourage 
banks from taking commitments. We have uniformly adopted the system of 
charging Vf> as a rate per annum and not as a discount.

We believe our rates have worked satisfactorily in this dis
trict. We can see no reason from our experience to change them at this 
time. We are, however, open to any suggestions that may be made by the 
Board, based on the experience of other districts.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) J. N. PEYTON

JNP:B CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
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FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

RESERVES OF MEMBER BANKS

▼

REGULATION D
This Regulation as printed herewith is in the form 
as amended October 2, 1930. The amendment af
fected only the second paragraph of Section IV(a) 
and was made effective as to each member bank at 
the beginning of the first reserve computation period 
of such member bank commencing after midnight on 

October 31, 1930.

UNITED STATES

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICB 

WASHINGTON : 1930
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RE G U LA TIO N  D, SE R IE S OF 1930 

(.Superseding Regulation D o f 1928)

RESERVES OF MEMBER BANKS
S E C TIO N  I .  S T A T U T O R Y  PR O V IS IO N S

Section 19 of the Federal reserve act provides, in part, as follows:
BANK BESERVES

Sec. 19. Demand deposits w ithin the m eaning o f  this act shall com prise 
all deposits payable w ith in -titirty  days, and tim e deposits shall com prise all 
deposits payable after thirty days, all savings accounts and certificates o f deposit 
w hich are subject to not less than thirty days’ notice before payment, and all 
postal savings deposits.

E very bank, banking association, or trust com pany which is or w hich becomes 
a member o f any Federal reserve bank shall establish and m aintain reserve 
balances w ith its Federal reserve bank as fo llo w s :

(а )  I f  not in a reserve or central reserve city, as now or hereafter defined, it 
shall hold and m aintain w ith  the Federal reserve bank o f its district an actual 
net balance equal to not less than seven per centum o f  the aggregate am ount 
o f  its demand deposits and three per centum o f  its tim e deposits.

(б )  I f  in a reserve city, as now or hereafter defined, it  shall hold and m aintain 
w ith the Federal reserve bank o f  its district an actual net balance equal to not 
less than ten per centum o f the aggregate am ount o f  its demand deposits and 
three per centum o f  its time d eposits: P rov ided , however, T hat i f  located in the 
outlying districts o f a reserve city  or in territory added to such a city  by the 
extension o f its corporate charter, it may, upon the affirm ative vote o f five 
members o f  the Federal Reserve Board, hold and m aintain the reserve balances 
specified in paragraph (a )  hereof.

(c )  I f  in a central reserve city, as now or hereafter defined, it shall hold and 
m aintain w ith the Federal reserve bank o f its district an actual net balance 
equal to not less than thirteen per centum  o f  the aggregate am ount o f its de
mand deposits and three per centum o f  its tim e deposits: P rov ided , however, 
That i f  located in the outlying districts o f a central reserve city  or in territory 
added to such city  by the extension o f its corporate charter, it may, upon the 
affirmative vote o f five members o f the Federal Reserve Board, hold and m ain
tain the reserve balances specified in paragraphs (a )  or (b ) thereof.* * * * * * *

The required balance carried by a member bank with a Federal reserve bank 
may, under the regulations and subject to such penalties as m ay be prescribed 
by the Federal Reserve Board, be checked against and withdraw n by such mem
ber bank fo r  the purpose o f meeting existing lia b ilitie s : P rov ided , however, 
T hat no bank shall at any tim e make new loans or shall pay any dividends 
unless and until the total balance required by law  is fu lly  restored.

2
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In  estim ating the balances required by this act, the net difference o f  amounts 

due to and from  other banks shall be taken as the basis fo r  ascertaining the 
deposits against w hich required balances w ith Federal reserve banks shall be 
determined.

The various Liberty bond acts (act of April 24. 1917. sec. 7: act of 
September 24, 1917, sec. 8; act of April 4, 1918, sec. 8) provide, in 
part, as follows :

That the provisions * * * w ith reference to the reserves required to be 
kept by national banking associations and other mem ber banks o f  the Federal 
reserve system, shall not apply to deposits o f  public m oneys by the United 
States in designated depositaries.

( a )  Demand deposits.—The terny “ demand deposits ” shall include
all deposits which are payablqi within 30 days except “ savings 
accounts,” “ time certificates of deposit,” postal sayings depos
its, ̂ firdSmefTTielo^̂ ^

( b )  Time deposits.—The term “time deposits” shall include all 
“ time deposits, open accounts,” all “ savings accounts,” all “ time 
certificates of deposit,” and all “ postal savings deposits,” as defined 
below.

(c ) Time deposits, open accounts.—The term “time deposits, open 
accounts ” shall mean deposits not evidenced by certificates of de
posit or savings pass books, in respect to which a written contract 
is entered into with the depositor at the time the deposit is made that 
neither the whole nor any part of such deposit may be withdrawn, 
by check or otherwise, except on a given date, not less than 30 days 
after the date of the deposit, or on written notice which must be 
given by the depositor a certain specified number of days in advance, 
in no case less than 30 days.

(d ) Savings accounts.—The term “ savings accounts ” shall mean 
those deposits in respect to which—

(1) The pass book, certificate, or other similar form of receipt 
must be presented to the bank whenever a withdrawal is made,

(2) The depositor may at any time be required by the bank 
to give notice of an intended withdrawal not less than 30 days 
before a withdrawal is made, and

(3) The bank’s printed regulations, accepted by the depositor 
at the time the account is opened, include the above require
ments.

( e ) Time certificates of deposit.—A “ time certificate of deposit ” is 
defined as an instrument evidencing the deposit with a bank, either 
with or without interest, of a certain sum specified on the face of the

S E C T IO N  I I .  D E F IN IT E -------

16592®— 30
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certificate payable in whole or in part to the depositor or on his 
order—

(1) On a certain date, specified on the certificate, not less than 
80 days after the date of the deposit, or

(2) After the lapse of a certain specified time subsequent to 
the date of the certificate, in no case less than 30 days, or

(3) Upon written notice, which the bank may at its option 
require to be given a certain specified number of days, not less 
than 30 days, before the date of repayment, and

(4) In all cases only upon presentation of the certificate 
at each withdrawal for proper indorsement or surrender.

(/) Postal savings deposits.—The term “ postal savings deposits ” 
shall mean deposits of postal savings funds in banks under the terms 
of the postal savings act, approved June 25, 1910, as amended.

(gr) Government deposits.—The term “  Government deposits ”  shall 
mean deposits of public moneys by the United States in designated 
depositarieŝ

S E C T IO N  I I I .  C O M P U T A T IO N  OF RESERVES

( a )  Amounts of reserves to be maintained.—Every member bank of 
the Federal reserve system is required by law to maintain on deposit 
with the Federal reserve bank of its district an actual net balance 
equal to 3 per cent of its time deposits plus—

Seven per cent of its demand deposits if not in a reserve or 
central reserve city.

Ten per cent of its demand deposits if in a reserve city, except 
that if located in an outlying district2 of a reserve city or in 
territory added to such city by the extension of the city’s cor
porate limits such bank may, upon the affirmative vote of five 
members of the Federal Reserve Board, be permitted to main
tain 7 per cent reserves against its demand deposits.

Thirteen per cent of its demand deposits if located in a central 
reserve city, except that if located in an outlying district2 of a

1 Deposits made by United States postmasters o f Government funds, other than postal 
savings deposits, received by them in their official capacity, constitute “  Government 
deposits ”  w ithin the meaning o f this regulation and, when made in designated deposi
taries, are exempt from the reserve requirements o f section 19. The fo llow ing classes o f 
deposits, however, are not “  Government deposits ”  w ithin such meaning and are not 
exempt from reserve requirements:

(1 ) Deposits o f Philippine funds made by the Philippine Government and carried under 
the title , “  Treasurer o f the Philippine Islands currency reserve fund account.”

(2 ) Deposits o f Porto Rican funds made by the Porto Rican Government.
(8 )  Deposits o f Indian funds under the control o f the Department o f the Interior.
(4 ) Deposits o f States, counties, or municipalities.
(5 ) Deposits o f the United States Shipping Board and the Emergency F leet Corporation. 
* The term “  outlying district ”  is construed to mean that portion o f a city which Is

located outside of, and at a considerable distance from, the recognized business and 
financial center o f such city, and includes a ll suburban districts w ithin the corporate 
limits o f such city.
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central reserve city or in territory added to such city by the ex
tension of the city’s corporate limits, such bank may, upon the 
affirmative vote of five members of the Federal Reserve Board, 
be permitted to maintain 7 per cent or 10 per cent reserves 
against its demand deposits.

No reserves are required to be maintained against Government 
deposits as defined above.

A member bank exercising trust powers need not maintain reserves 
against trust funds which it keeps segregated and apart from its 
general assets or which it deposits in another institution to the credit 
of itself as trustee or other fiduciary. If, however, such funds are 
mingled with the general assets of the bank, as permitted to national 
banks under authority of Section 11 (Ar) of the Federal reserve act, 
a deposit liability thereby arises against which reserves must be 
maintained. In computing reserve requirements, trust funds de
posited in a member bank by another bank to the credit of such other 
bank as trustee or other fiduciary must be classified by the member 
bank as individual deposits rather than bank deposits.

( b )  Deductions allowed in computing reserves.—Member banks in 
determining the amount against which reserves must be carried may 
deduct:

(1) From gross demand deposits, all Government deposits as 
defined above.

(2) From the amount of balances due  to other banks, the 
amount of balances due  f r o m  other banks (except Federal reserve 
banks and foreign banks), including in the amount due  to "other 
banks certified, cashiers’, and treasurers’ checks outstanding, and 
including in the amount due  f r o m  other banks out of town items 
placed in the mail and charged to the account of correspondent 
banks, items with a Federal reserve bank in process of collection, 
checks drawn on banks located in the same city, and exchanges 
for clearing houses.

(e) Availability of checks as reserve.—Checks forwarded to a 
Federal reserve bank for collection or credit can not be counted as 
part of the minimum reserve balance to be carried by a member bank 
with its Federal reserve bank until such time as may be specified in 
the appropriate time schedule referred to in Section IV of Regula
tion J. If a member bank draw against checks before such time, the 
draft will be charged against its reserve balance if such balance be 
sufficient in amount to pay it; but any resulting impairment of re
serve balances will be subject to all the penalties provided by the act 
and by this regulation.
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SECTIO N  IV . P E N A L T IE S  FOR D E F IC IE N C IE S  I N  RESERVES

Inasmuch as it is essential that the law with respect to the mainte
nance by member banks of the required minimum reserve balances be 
strictly complied with, the Federal Reserve Board, under authority 
vested in it by section 19 of the Federal reserve act, hereby prescribes 
the following rules governing penalties for deficiencies in reserves:

( a ) Basic penalty.
(1) Deficiencies in reserve balances of member banks in cities 

where Federal reserve banks or branches thereof are located and 
in such other reserve cities as the Federal Reserve Board may desig
nate from time to time will be computed on the basis of average 
daily net deposit balances covering semiweekly periods. Deficiencies 
in reserve balances of member banks in all other reserve cities will 
be computed on the basis of average daily net deposit balances cov
ering weekly periods. Deficiencies in reserve balances of other mem
ber banks will be computed on the basis of average daily net deposit 
balances covering semimonthly periods.

(2) In computing such deficiencies the required reserve balance of 
each member bank at the close of business each day shall be based 
upon its net deposit balances at the opening of business on the same 
day; and the semiweekly, weekly, and semimonthly periods referred 
to in paragraph (1) hereof shall end at the close of business on days 
to be fixed by the Federal reserve banks with the approval of the 
Federal Reserve Board.

(3) Penalties for such deficiencies will be assessed monthly on the 
basis of average daily deficiencies during each of the reserve com
putation periods ending in the preceding calendar month.

(4) Such penalties shall be assessed at a basic rate of 2 per cent per 
annum above the Federal reserve bank discount rate on 90-day com
mercial paper, in effect on the first day of the calendar month in 
which the deficiencies occurred.

( b )  Notice to directors of banks deficient in reserves.—Whenever it 
shall appear that a bank is not paying due regard to the maintenance 
of its reserves, the Federal reserve agent will address a letter to each 
director of such bank calling attention to the situation and advising 
him of the requirements of the law and of this regulation regarding 
the maintenance of reserves and the personal liability of the directors 
permitting violations of the law.

( c ) Progressive penalty.—The Fedemd Reserve Board *rill also pre
scribe for any FederHa’eserve districtTSmon the application of the 
Federal reserve bank of That district, an afckhtional progressive pen
alty for\x)ntinued deficiencies in reserves, lhsutccordance wim ĥe 
following rqles:

(1) When ̂ member bank whibfads required to confpqte its reserves 
on a semiweeklySŝ isis has an average deficiency in reservXsfor twelve 
consecutive semiwegkl̂  periods, there shall be assessed, in addition
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(d ) Continued deficiencies.—Whenever any member bank has an 
average deficiency in reserves for each reserve computation period 
during six consecutive months, the Federal reserve agent shall 
promptly report the fact to the Federal Reserve Board with a recom
mendation as to whether or not the board should:

(1) In the case of a national bank, direct the Comptroller of the 
Currency to bring suit to forfeit the charter of such national bank 
pursuant to section 2 of the Federal reserve act; or

(2) In the case of a State member bank, institute proceedings to 
require such bank to surrender its stock in the Federal reserve bank 
and to forfeit all rights and privileges of membership pursuant to 
section 9 of the Federal reserve act; or

(3) In either case, take such other action as the Federal reserve 
agent may recommen d .ou-the-Fc d c rab-Reserve Board may con aider 
advisable.

SECTIO N V. LO A N S  A N D  D IVIDENDS W H IL E  RESERVES ARE  D E F IC IE N T

It is unlawful for any member bank̂ the reserves of which are at

any time deficient,to make any new loans or pay any dividends unlesŝ
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until the total reserves required by law are fully restored, and 
the payment of penalties for deficiencies in reserves does not exempt 
member banks from this prohibition of law. A s provided above, 
penaltioo for deficiencies in rosorvoo-are computed on the baaia of 
•the-4i.ver.age resorvc -balances—for semi vv cekly,—weeklŷ - or semr- 
monthly periods-;- but̂ |his prohibition of law applies whenever the 
reserves are deficient for one day or more, regardless of whether 
or not the average reserve balances for the semiweekly, weekly, or 
semimonthly period are deficient.

o
(t
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APPENDIX C

SUGGESTIONS IN CONNECTION WITH THE 
WORK OF THE FISCAL AGENCY DEPARTMENT

3 2 1 ^ 3

The letter X-9115 dated February 6, 1935 from Governor Ecclee 
of the Federal Reserve Board with reference to submitting suggestions, 
does not specifically refer to our relations with the Treasury De
partment, but in view of the fact that practically all of the work 
of the Fiscal Agency Department is handled under Treasury Department 
regulations, the following suggestions are submitted in case we in
terpret his letter to cover this work.

Suggestion #1, Under instructions from the Treasury De
partment, we send a circular letter practically every week to all the 
banks and trust companies in the Ninth Federal Reserve District, 
giving details of the new offerings of Treasury bills. A form to 
be used in submitting tenders is enclosed with each circular. Since 
January 1, 1935 there have been seven weekly offerings of these 
Treasury bills on which we received 32 tenders. Of the latter number,
2 tenders were accepted and 30 rejected. The approximate weekly cost 
(omitting our own office labor) for mailing the weekly circulars and 
forms to be used in submitting the tenders is about $30. Due to the 
comparatively light response in this district to offerings of this 
nature, it seems that if the information were transmitted only to 
those banks interested in receiving it, a substantial reduction could 
be made in the cost of handling this work. The banks and trust com
panies could be circularized and informed that we would be glad to 
send them information on these offerings if they were interested; other 
wise we would not do so. If we found it necessary to print and mail 
the circulars and tender forms to not more than 150 banks each week, 
the cost could be reduced to about $8 or $10 per week, omitting the 
labor cost in our own office. If the same action were taken in all 
of the Federal Reserve Districts, the saving would be material. In 
addition, some of the banks undoubtedly would prefer to have us dis
continue sending these circulars to them if they were not interested 
in the weekly offerings with the result that they would probably give 
more attention to other circulars in which they had a real interest. 
Comments have been received from time to time indicating that some of 
the banks thought they received so many circulars they might easily 
overlook an important one which should have careful attention. We 
believe it would be helpful in correcting this situation if we sent 
these circulars only to the banks which requested us to do so.

Suggestion #2. In connection with the regular quarterly 
offerings of government securities, the information is frequently re
ceived by us so late from the Treasury Department that it is im
possible to have the circulars printed and placed in the mails in time 
to catch many of the outgoing mail trains on that date. As a result, 
if subscription books open on the morning of the following business 
day and close at the close of business the same day, many of the banks 
and trust companies in the district do not receive the circulars con
taining the details of the offerings from us until after the books have
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been closed. To meet this situation, the Treasury Department has 
authorised us to send night letters giving brief details of the 
offerings to banks or other subscribers who might fail to receive 
notice through the mall on the morning that subscription books are 
scheduled to open. A list has been compiled of the banks which 
desire to receive this telegraphic advice and every effort is made 
to furnish them the details of the new offerings at the earliest 
possible moment. Frequently there are delays in the mail service 
due to weather conditions and for other reasons with the result 
that sometimes subscription books are closed before the banks can 
act, or the time is very limited in which they may transmit their 
subscriptions to us. In this connection, it should be noted that 
the banks in our district appear to be interested to a much greater 
extent in the regular quarterly offerings than they do in the weekly 
offerings of Treasury bills.

Occasionally the Treasury Department will give us in
formation with respect to the details of the new issues on the day 
preceding the date the circulars are to be mailed, but in most cases 
we do not receive the information until the latter date ana. fre
quently not until the markets have been closed. Even after the in
formation has been received by us, it is then necessary that it be 
released by the Treasury Department before we can be certain there 
will be no changes in the forms and circulars that have been set up.
On the last three regular offerings, this final release was received 
by us from the Treasury Department between 4:00 and 5:00 P.M. on a 
Saturday afternoon with the result that we missed many of the outgoing 
mail trains on those days. Unless our mail is delivered to the Post 
Office before 6:00 P.M., we miss a number of the trains.

The suggestion is made that if the Treasury Department could 
regularly transmit to us part or all of the details of the regular 
quarterly offerings of government securities on the day preceding 
the date the circulars are to be mailed by us, it would be very help
ful in placing this information in the hands of the banks and trust 
companies of the district on the morning the Treasury Department wished 
to make it public. This would give the banks more time in which to 
act. When the circulars are mailed by us on a business day other 
than Saturday, it becomes still more difficult to place details of the 
offerings in the hands of the banks by mail so they have time to 
enter subscriptions before the books are closed. We realize that it 
is perhaps difficult for the Treasury Department themselves to know 
in advance the full details of the offerings and it may be also that 
in some cases they prefer not to release it until the last minute in 
order to prevent the information being used on market transactions.
It has occurred to us, however, that we may have over-emphasized the 
importance of withholding this information until the last possible 
moment at the expense of giving good service to the banks and other 
subscribers. Due to the distances involved in this district and the 
lack of time on many of the issues, we feel that it would be extremely 
beneficial if some arrangement of the nature suggested could be made 
which would enable Us to mail our circulars at an earlier hour on the
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date the information is released for mailing. The same situation 
may not prevail in all of the other Federal Reserve Districts as 
it depends primarily on the schedules of the mail trains leaving 
the cities in which the Federal Reserve hanks are located. If 
the final release could also he given to us at an earlier hour, 
it would he very helpful.
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RECEIVED ^  
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

WASHINGTON
Fe d e r a l  Re s e r v e  Bank

o f !935 MAR 22 AM 11 37
K a n s a s  C i t y

March 20, 1936

Federal Reserve Board 
Washington, D. C.

Attention of Mr. L. P. Bethea 
_____Assistant Secretary_____Gentlemen:

Referring to your letter of March 18, addressed 
to Mr. E. P. Brown, Denuty Chairman, our reply to 
Governor Eccles* letter of February 6, 1935, X-9115, 
was mailed yesterday.

Very truly yours,

Assistant Federal Reserve Agent

McA/H
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331,-3
Fe d e r a l  Re s e r v e  Bank

O F

Ka n s a s  C ity

March 19, 1955

FFnroFEDERAL R E S E R V E  BOARnW A S H I N G T O N  R °
1955 m  21 am i i 39

Federal Reserve Board 
Washington, D. C.

Gentlemen:

We are submitting herewith comments and 
suggestions which express the views of the directors 
and officers of this bank on the various topics 
presented for our consideration witlji your letter 
X-9115, dated February 6, 1935.

Very truly yours,

Assistant Federal Reserve Agent
McA/H
Enc.
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Supplemental letter X-9115-a requests that the Federal 
Reserve Board be advised as to the views of the officers 
and directors of the Federal Reserve Bank, treating each 
subject separately.

T h e officers of the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City have pre
pared this memorandum giving their views on each subject in the 
order in which these subjects are listed in letter X-9115-a.

General credit situation

(a) Are commercial banks doing everything in their power to improve 
the situation?

* The commercial banks generally are making every reasonable effort 
to obtain good loans. Many reserve city banks are making a 
direct drive for new business and are offering to make loans on a 
liberal basis at very satisfactory ratesi)

This district was very hard hit by the drought last year and the 
lack of feed made it almost impossible for the country banks to 
make loans secured by livestock. Should the prospects for crop 
and feed be anything like normal this year there will be little 
hesitation on the part of bankers to make advances to farmers and 
stockmen.

Our bankers are as desirous as anyone to put their funds to work 
on a profitable basis, if it can be done with a reasonable 
assurance of safety.

(b) If not, what steps can be taken by the Federal reserve banks or 
otherwise to bring about an improvement?

Until there is a demand for loans there is little if anything that 
the Federal reserve banks may do to improve the situation. Neither 
the Federal reserve banks nor the commercial banks can create a 
demand, and commercial banks should not be encouraged to adopt 
unsound credit policies.

When the flow of business becomes more normal and the banks * 
customers are willing to borrow it might be helpful if the classi
fication of eligible paper be somewhat broadened. This would, 
of course, require an amendment to the law.

As nearly all banks are carrying a substantial amount of govern
ment securities it would be reassuring to them if government 
securities and government guaranteed obligations would be accepted 
at par as security for member bank notes at the rate which the 
government obligation bears, but not in excess of the discount rate. 
This would tend to prevent dumping of governments, and the abuse of 
this borrowing privilege might be prevented by stepping up the rate 
from time to time. ''
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2• Interest rates

(a) On time and savings deposits of member banks.

Present maximum rate appears to be satisfactory in this district.

(b) On loans of member banks and on industrial advances and commit
ments by Federal reserve banks.

M Bank interest rates have not kept pace with the general trend of 
reduced money rates. In this district, however, interest rates 
are not an important factor in restricting the free use of credit, 
and any benefits which might be derived from an effort to get the 
banks to charge lower rates would be more than offset by the 
disturbance of relationships between banks and the public. Com
petition between banks will eventually take care of this matter.

Rates on industrial loans are less than the average prevailing 
rate in this district for loans of similar character, and should, 
if possible, be so maintained. !|

3. Matters affecting admission of nonmember banks to Federal reserve system.

(a) Earnings of nonmember banks from exchange collection charges *

The exchange charge encourages indirect routing of items, and 
therefore hinders commercial transactions. It would be a back
ward step to permit members of the Federal reserve system to 
charge exchange, even though the prohibition on such charges is 
doubtless an important factor in keeping many banks out of the 
system. Nebraska is the only State in this district in which 
this matter is important, since all but a few nonmember banks in 
the other States are voluntarily remitting at par/ In Nebraska, 
as of February 1, 1935, 149 of the 295 nonmember banks were not 
on the par list.

(b) Present conditions of membership.

Present conditions of membership are not a deterrent to membership 
except as to condition numbered 12, which forbids direct or indirect 
participation in the mortgage loan business, and possibly to a slight 
extent conditions numbered 10 and 15, which restrict the payment of 
dividends beyond the legal restrictions applicable to national banks 
and to nonmember State banks, and require an agreement to maintain 
capital and surplus in any amount which the Federal Reserve Board 
may deem adequate.
Admitting that the ends sought to be accomplished by conditions 
numbered 10, 12, and 15, may be desirable, it is undesirable and 
inequitable to subject State member banks to general conditions of 
membership which are not applicable, either by law or by regulation 
or practice of supervising authorities, to national banks or to State 
banks which became member banks prior to the inauguration of such 
general conditions. Our view is that conditions of membership should 
be confined to special conditions which the situation of the particu
lar bank may make desirable or necessary, and to such general condi
tions as may be necessary to bring the operations and practices of
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State bank members into conformity with laws and/or regulations 
applicable to national banks, which comprise the great majority 
of member banks« It would be highly desirable, if practicable, 
to have legislation applicable to all member banks alike, cover
ing all matters which are sufficiently vital to properly be the 
subjects of general conditions of membership, and thereafter to 
confine conditions of membership to those special requirements 
necessary to correct unsatisfactory conditions in a particular 
bank*'1

(o) Advisability of extension of membership to banks outside the States 
and the District of Columbia.

We are not qualified by experience to make a recommendation of 
this subject. It would seem that the condition of the banks in 
the outlying territory and possessions of the United states would 
be a prime factor, together with the responsibility of examining 
these banks after they were admitted to membership. This problem 
is one that should be solved by the Federal Reserve Board in con
junction with the Federal Reserve banks of the districts to which 
these outlying member banks would be attached, and our lack of 
knowledge precludes our making any suggestions.//

4* Need for continuance of assistance of Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
in connection with rehabilitation of capital structures of banks.

\\ It is important that the Reconstruction Finance Corporation continue 
to assist in rehabilitating the capital structure of banks, through 
the purchase of capital stock, notes, or debentures, until banking 
and general business and agricultural conditions become more settled, 
and the continuance of the R. F. C. activities is vital to the 
successful operation of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.1'

In connection with this subject, attention is directed to the 
difficulties now faced by a national bank having a small capital 
in endeavoring to rehabilitate capital through the issuance of 
preferred stock, because of the fact that a national bank may make 
no reduction in its common stock unless its total capital after 
the reduction amounts to at least $50,000. Provision should be 
made by legislation or by a more liberal interpretation of exist
ing law, to make it possible for a national bank to reduce its 
common capital provided its total capital after the reduction is 
not less than the amount of capital required under the National 
Bank Act prior to the change in capital requirements made by the 
Banking Act of 1933. Such procedure would place national banks 
on a par in this respect with State banks which are members of the 
Federal reserve system.

5. Adequacy of reimbursement of Federal reserve banks by Treasury and other 
governmental agencies for various services rendered and for space used in 
Federal reserve bank buildings*

Several years ago, at the request of the Secretary of the Treasury, 
Federal Reserve banks agreed to absorb the greater part of the cost 
of handling fiscal agency transactions for the Treasury, and for 
about ten years or more we refrained from billing the Treasury for
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expenses Incurred in any of the fiscal agency operations other than 
the handling of new issues of Government securities. More recently, 
however, we have obtained reimbursement for certain other operations, 
notably large redemption transactions, but we find that we are still 
absorbing approximately 53% of the cost of handling fiscal agency 
transactions for the Treasury, since the Treasury has not considered 
that Federal reserve banks should be reimbursed for such operations as

Handling Government checks and warrants,
Treasurer*s daily transcript,
Redemption of coupons,
Coupon, registered and denominational exchanges,
Wire transfers of securities,
General overhead, including space occupied and 
vault space for custody of Treasury stocks•

It is understood that it has been the view of the Treasury that 
Federal reserve banks are required to perform certain services 
as fiscal agent of the United States, but it was under no 
obligation to reimburse us, and that we were partly reimbursed 
by the balance carried by the Treasurer of the United States#
This argument is, of course, without force or effect so far as 
the Treasurer’s balance is concerned, which is ordinarily very 
small and even if larger would be of no value to us from an 
earnings standpoint#

Attention is also directed to the fact that we have not included 
in our claims for reimbursement for services performed for the 
Treasury certain overhead and indirect expenses, such as services 
of our Executive Committee, senior officers, auditing, accounting, 
night watchmen, stockroom, purchasing, elevator service, use of 
machinery, equipment and trucks, and other similar items. Accord
ing to the best estimate we have been able to make we are absorbing 
at least 10% of the actual cost of handling fiscal agency transactions 
in this manner# While it might be argued that no additional expense 
is incurred by the Federal Reserve bank in the way of salaries of 
individuals performing the services above mentioned, the fact remains 
that when their time is consumed in the consideration or handling of 
fiscal agency transactions other duties must either be left undone 
or delegated to other officers or employes# It would seem, there
fore, that we should be permitted to make a lump sum claim of at least 
10% to cover this item of indirect expense or overhead# w This Federal 
Reserve Bank has not sufficient earnings to cover its expenses, 
dividends and depreciation reserves; consequently, we feel we should 
receive full reimbursement for all fiscal agency services rendered,"

In connection with fiscal agency operations performed for govern
mental agencies other than the Treasury, it is believed that we 
are now obtaining full reimbursement for actual out-of-pocket 
expenses, except that the R.F #C# has not paid us since last fall 
for floor space used in the handling of custody transactions and 
for vault space necessary in connection therewith# Since our

x
I
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building at the Head Office is a combination bank and office 
building and we derive a very considerable revenue from 
rental of space, we can see no good reason why space should 
be furnished free of charge to the R*F*C* or any other agency*
We should also be reimbursed by such agencies for the above 
mentioned indirect or overhead expenses by being permitted to 
include in our claims an amount of at least 10$ thereof to 
cover such items*

V'lt is suggested that the committee of governors, consisting of 
McKinney of Dallas, Martin of St. Louis, and Fleming of Cleve
land, together with Mr. Smead, be requested to meet and bring 
in a report on this whole subject of reimbursable expense*"

6* Regulation fixing margin requirements for loans by banks upon equity 
securities for the purpose of purchasing or carrying securities 
registered on national securities exchanges*

(a) Circumstances under which regulation should be issued*

It is our understanding that the regulation which may be pro
mulgated by the Federal Reserve Board, fixing margin require
ments for loans made by banks for the purpose of purchasing or 
carrying securities, will be designed with a view to preventing 
the use of bank credit to an undue extent for speculative 
purposes in the purchasing or carrying of securities. ,rIt 
seems to be desirable, therefore, that the regulation be pro
mulgated at an early date, or at least before bank loans on 
securities again assume large proportions*

(b) Whether regulation should permit borrower to obtain from bank 
more than he could obtain from broker under Regulation T*

*' The margin requirements for loans by banks should be the same 
as for loans obtained from brokers under Regulation T, but such 
requirements should apply only to so-called open market loans 
and to such stock or bond secured loans as a bank may make to 
customers or others under circumstances indicating that the 
loans were made solely on the basis of the collateral security•
It is our opinion that the requirements of the regulation should 
not apply to loans made to customers, even though the proceeds, 
in whole or in part, are or may be used for purchasing or carry
ing securities, unless the loan was made solely on the basis of 
the collateral and without consideration of the customer relation
ship of the borrower*11

x'Under this procedure, bank loans which are similar in all respects 
to loans obtained from brokers would be subject to similar margin 
requirements, but the banks would be left free to follow their 1/ 
own credit practices and policies with respect to other loans*

^We believe that a regulation along the lines suggested will be 
consistent with the credit control purposes of the securities 
Exchange Act, and that its provisions would be understood more 
easily and observed more generally than would be the case if the
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regulation applied to all loans, all or a portion of which might 
be used for purchasing or carrying securities*'

7© Economic and statistical divisions of Federal reserve banks*

The statistical division in this bank confines its operations 
almost entirely to the gathering and compilation of material 
and the preparation of reports requested by the Federal Reserve 
Board, the directors or officers of the bank, and interests 
outside the bank, and to the preparation of a monthly review 
of business and agricultural conditions in the Tenth Federal 
Reserve District. This division endeavors to gather pertinent 
statistical information from reliable sources, to compile the 
information intelligently, and to prepare its reports as 
impartial statements of fact. No attempt is made to develop 
independent economic studies,

(a) Usefulness to directors and officers.

^ The directors and officers of the bank benefit from the informa
tion gathered and compiled currently for reports to the Federal 
Reserve Board and for inclusion in the Monthly Review, and in 
addition, have occasion from time to time to call on the 
statistical division for special reports on various matters.

(b) Value of Federal reserve bank monthly reviews*

x\ The Monthly Review is an important medium of contact between this 
bank and the business, financial, and agricultural interests 
throughout the District. Its purpose is to give these interests 
and the public a brief and reliable summary of business and 
agricultural conditions. The numerous requests for the Review, 
the publicity it receives, and the general high regard for the 
accuracy and integrity of these reports are indicative of the good 
will created for the bank by its publication. Additional evidence 
of its value to the bank and to the public is reflected in the 
excellent cooperation given by reporting firms and the numerous 
requests for special information received by the Research Department

To accumulate the information contained in the Review, the following 
reports are reviewed, and data relating to this District are 
compiled or recompiled, and the results tabulated in permanent form*

1* All reports issued by the United States Department of Agriculture
2. All reports issued by the State Departments of Agriculture of the

seven states whose areas or parts thereof comprise the District.
3. Reports of the United States Department of Commerce.
4. Bituminous coal reports, United States Bureau of Mines.
5. Petroleum reports, United States Bureau of Mines•
60 Cement reports, United States Bureau of Mines.
7* Zinc and lead reports - Tri-State district.
8* Trade reports direct from reporting firms,

A. Department stores - 32.
B. Special line - retail - 10.
C. Wholesale establishments — 33.
D. Retail lumber, three chains - 155 yards*
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9# Financial
A# Weekly statement of 52 member banks#
B# Weekly and annual statements, Federal Reserve Bank 

of Kansas City#
C« Debits by banks to individual accounts, reported 

direct by clearing houses in twenty-nine cities of 
the District#

D# Savings deposits and accounts, reported monthly by 
46 selected banks#

E# Call statements, all banks - ComptroHer*s Report#
F# Monthly report commercial failures * Dun and Bradstreet, 

incorporated#

10# Construction
A# Monthly reports of permits issued by building 

departments in seventeen Tenth District cities#
B. Monthly reports, F. W. Dodge Corporation#
C# Weekly reports, Rational Lumber Manufacturers Association#

lie Crain Marketing#
A# Monthly report of receipts and shipments of grain 

direct from five primary markets#
B# Daily grain market report, Kansas City Exchange#
C# All market reports issued by Department of Agriculture#

12. Live Stock Marketing#
A# Monthly reports of receipts and disposition of live 

stock at six principal markets direct#
Be All live stock reports issued by the Department of 

Agriculture#
13# Life insurance sales reported monthly by the Life Insurance 

Research Bureau#
14# Federal Reserve Bulletin and other reports of the Federal 

Reserve Board#

15# Trade magazines and newspapers from the various parts of the 
District are digested for news reflecting conditions within 
their respective lines or localities#

The information is disseminated through the press, to member and 
nonmember bank mailing lists,to cooperating reporting firms# and 
in response to individual requests as follows:

1# Division of Research and Statistics - manuscript copy 
2# United States Department of Commerce- manuscript copy 
3# Associated Press - manuscript copy
4# United Press - press copies 15
5# International Hews Service - press copies 10
6# 317 Individual newspapers - press copies 634
7# 152 Reporting firms - regular copies 152
8# Member banks in the District 741
9# Nonmember banks in the District 1,273

10* Federal Reserve Board 22
11# Other Federal reserve banks 223
12# 39 Chambers of Commerce 228
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13# 185 Colleges and universities
14* 15 High Schools
15. Individuals, firms, and corporations within 

District
16» Individuals, firms and corporations outside 

District
1?» Foreign countries
18. Distributed within the Federal Reserve Bank

183
44

the
1,200

the
984
34

of K.C . 102

Total circulation 5,845

V\ntie estimated total expense for the year 1935 for our statistical 
department and for publication of the Monthly Review is approxi
mately $12,000. Discontinuance of the Monthly Review would not 
eliminate more than half of this expense, making the cost of 
preparation and publication of the Review approximately $6,000.
In our opinion this expenditure is fully warranted

8* Establishment of career system for personnel of Federal reserve banka.

The Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City and its branches, has 
been operating on something of a career system within its own 
organization. Our personnel turn over has been less than in 
several of the other Federal reserve banks, and the managing 
director and other officers in the three branches and the 
department heads and officers of the parent bank, with the 
exception of the Governor and a Cashier at one of the branches, 
have all worked up from clerkships.^

^ It would be helpful if this plan were generally followed by 
the twelve banks with the extension of it to the system so that 
if a place was to be filled at any one of the banks an opportun
ity should be given to the other banks to recommend someone for 
the position. v'

9* Criticisms of existing regulations or rulings or procedure of the
Federal Reserve Board, with specific recommendations as to changes which 
would correct any unsatisfactory features of the relations between the 
Board or its staff and the Federal reserve banks or member banks.

Regulations and Rulings:

\<In 1928 there was published a digest of rulings of the Federal 
Reserve Board from 1914-1927, inclusive. It is suggested that 
this digest should be brought down to date and that there should 
be excluded therefrom all rulings not now applicable because of 
changes in the law. The Banking Act of 1933 and other recent 
legislation has made so many changes that it is sometimes diffi
cult to determine the present status of matters about which 
inquiries are received from time to time from member banks.
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It is suggested further that an attempt be made to clarify and 
simplify some of the Regulations and the Board*s interpretations 
thereof» In connection with Regulation q, for example, we find 
that we have received more than seventy official interpretations, 
If these could be digested and indexed in simplified form, it 
would be of great value to the officers of the Federal Reserve 
banks. Likewise, the interpretations of Regulations L, M, S and 
T, should be simplified, digested and indexed, if possible.

^Regulation D:

The requirement that a demand deposit reserve be maintained against 
time deposits which are payable within thirty days adds to the 
clerical work of member banks and leads to errors, intentional or 
otherwise, in reports of demand and time deposits and in reports 
of condition. It seems to us that the definitions in Section 19 
of the Federal Reserve Act might be so interpreted as to permit 
any time deposit to be classified as a time deposit for reserve 
purposes until the date on which it is payable. If not, we 
believe the law should be changed in this respect.

u Regulation L;

The position recently taken by the Federal Reserve Board, as 
expressed in its letter X-9082, dated January 9, 1935, has appar
ently eliminated the difficulties heretofore experienced in con
nection with Clayton Act applications. We recommend a shortening 
and simplification of the application form and the form for informa
tion to be supplied by the banks concerned, and we sincerely hope 
that the proposed legislation in this connection may be enacted, and 
that the Federal Reserve Board*s regulations to be issued thereunder 
may eliminate the necessity for permits covering the service of 
banks which are not directly competitive,

« Regulation q:

Some of the more important questions in relation to Regulation q 
and the Board*s interpretations thereof are as follows;

There has been a very considerable amount of misunderstanding of 
the provisions of subsection (c) of Section III of Regulation q 
relating to the maximum rate of interest which member banks may 
pay on time deposits. While this is clarified in the Board*s 
interpretation X-9108, issued under date of January 29, 1935, it 
would appear that the regulation itself might well be amended so 
that all banks would fully understand that interest accruing on a 
certificate of deposit issued in good faith prior to December 18, 
1934, need not be reduced to the rate of 2*»l/2$ per annum, effec
tive February 1, 1935, whether or not a certificate bears a nota
tion to the effect that the rate of interest may be changed to aich 
extent as is necessary to comply with the requirements of the 
Federal Reserve Board from time to time.
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>S' Likewise, the Federal Reserve Board*s ruling of November 18, 1933,
X—7687, relating to payment of interest on deposits of postal 
savings funds has created much confusion in the minds of member 
bankers and we have had considerable difficulty in the enforce** 
ment of this provision in cases where member banks have desired to 
repay postal savings deposits at times other than those specified 
in the said ruling and the Postmaster General*s Order No# 4420# 
Furthermore, we have been informed that other Federal Reserve banks 
have made no attempt to enforce the provisions of this ruling,

‘ <
Ihe above mentioned ruling was later extended to include other 
deposits subject to the same requirements as those prescribed in 
the Postmaster General* s regulations of October 24, 1933, with 
respect to postal savings funds. This extension of the provisions 
of the ruling, which was made in a letter addressed to the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Kansas City, makes it possible for banks to evade 
the spirit of the law relating to time deposits and the nonpayment 
of interest on demand deposits. Since, however, the ruling was 
made in response to a specific inquiry of one of our member banks 
and does not appear to have been issued by the Board in the form 
of an "X" letter, the substance thereof has been communicated only 
in three or four cases where inquiry has been made by member banks. 
This creates an unfair situation since only a few of the member 
banks know of the provisions of the ruling,

u In this connection, we would direct particular attention to the 
fact that although the "X" letters issued by the Board contained 
interpretations which have the effect of regulations, they are not 
available to all member banks since the Board specifically prohibited 
in its letter of July 15, 1933, the general distribution of its 
letters interpreting the provisions of the law and its regulations 
relating thereto,

t1 Another instance of a ruling which is confusing and which is contrary 
to the views of counsel for this bank is stated in the Board* s letter 
of January 9, 1934, addressed to this bank, (but not an "X" letter) 
wherein the principle was set forth that in the event a certificate 
of deposit provides for a definite maturity date, even though the 
form also provides that the bank may at its option require thirty 
days written notice of withdrawal either before or after maturity, 
it is nevertheless a time deposit within the meaning of Regulation Q,, 
and that it is also a time deposit within the meaning of Regulation 
D until the deposit is actually paid.

Ihe provisions of Section V and VI of Regulation Q, relating to 
savings deposits are such as to afford a method of withdrawal at 
any time of deposits which should not properly be classified as 
savings deposits, and in this connection, the Board1s interpretation 
of the term "bona fide thrift purposes" as contained in the regulation 
has caused much confusion in the minds of bankers and bank examiners. 
Under this definition the bank examiner may question whether certain 
deposits are properly classified as savings deposits, but he is 
unable to make a definite and specific ruling in most of such cases. 
Regulation Q, in a footnote, states that "the bank must be prepared 
to show clearly that it is a deposit consisting of funds accumulated 
for bona fide thrift purposes," but there is no way in which the bank
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or the examiner can determine definitely how this showing should 
be made. It is very important that the regulation be simplified 
and clarified in this respect.

There is considerable variation in the ideas of banks as to the 
circumstances under which a loan to the owner of a time deposit 
constitutes payment of the deposit before maturity, and 
particularly in those cases where the loan is to be secured 
by an assignment of the deposit or other circumstances indicate that 
the deposit must be relied upon, in whole or in part, for payment 
of the loan. It would be desirable to change Regulation Q, 
either by amplifying the footnote on page 7, or otherwise, to 
insure a uniform interpretation of the regulation in this respect.
We believe the regulation might well state that loans made by a 
member bank at its regular lending rate, whether or not such 
loans are dependent for payment on the proceeds of a time deposit, 
will, in general, be deemed to have been made in good faith and 
not for the purpose of evading the prohibition against payment of 
time deposits before maturity.'f

Other Regulations and Interpretations:

The earlier regulations of the Board (A to L) might well be 
amended and re-issued because of the changes which have been 
made in the law since their last revision and all regulations 
which have been supplemented by WX" letters of interpretation 
should be revised and re-issued to give effect to these letters. 
Because of pending legislation it may not be desirable at this 
time to recodify all the Board’s regulations, but those which 
have been issued to interpret the Banking Act of 1933, and 
subsequent legislation, should have immediate attention.

Mlh this connection it might be well to consider whether or not 
the number, variety, and extent of reports which member banks 
are required to prepare could be simplified and reduced and report 
forms consolidated and simplified.

u As a general policy we believe that all matters of local Federal 
Reserve Bank management not inconsistent with System policy, should 
be made the responsibility of the officers and directors of the 
regional banks, with the minimum of restrictions and regulations on 
the part of the Federal Reserve Board* "
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March 18, 1955*

Mr. E* F* Brown,
Deputy Chairman,
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, 
Kansas City, Missouri.

Dear Mr. Browns

Reference is made to Governor Eccles* letter

eral reserve banks, requesting that the Board be advised

within thirty days as to the views of each bank in regard 

to certain subjects, a list of which was attached thereto.

It is understood that the matter is receiving 

your attention, and it will be appreciated if you will in

dicate when you expect that a reply will be submitted.

Very truly yours,

( f l ‘" r  •• •';) J j „ p

L. P« Bethea,
Assistant Secretary.

LPB-jcb
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EXCERPT FROM LETTER ADDRESSED TO BOARD ON MARCH 8, 1955, 
BY MR. A. M. McADAMS, SECRETARY, F. R. BANK OF KANSAS 
CITY.

’’The list of topics submitted with Board’s let
ter X-9115, dated February 6, 1955, in regard to rela
tions between the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 
reserve banks and member banks, was discussed. A sug
gested reply to the Board’s letter and comments on the several 
topics which had been prepared by the officers of the bank and 
previously placed in the hands of each director, were reviewed 
in detail. The directors formally voted that the proposed 
reply to the Board’s letter, after amendment to include 
certain suggestions which were discussed and agreed upon by 
the officers and directors, would correctly state the views 
of our Board of Directors on the several topics under con
sideration.”
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MEMORANDUM AS TO SUNDRY RELATIONS BETTER FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD 
aXD FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF KANSAS CITY. PAPERS SUBMITTED HEREV/IiK.l.

s

1. Beoember 5, 1914 Board sends C. C. Robinson to report on 

general condition at Kansas City. He reviews situation there.

2. Autumn of 1914 and year of 1915; Development of compulsory 

clearing plan at Kansas City with more or less criticism and discussion 

about the details of the system.

3. Discussion as to development of business at Kansas City. J. 2. 

Miller in speech at Reserve Agents' Meeting in February 1915 promises 

to earn dividends. Later finds that paper is scanty and writes to 

Board with reference to advisability of searching for business. Fails 

to develop business.

4. Spring of 1915$ Lengthy controversy between Kansas City and 

Dallas relative to exchange charges, culminating on September 28th in 

the adoption of an agreement to conduct relations between the two banks 

after the plan developed in consultation with the Board. Correspondence 

resulted in developing differences of view between Federal Reserve Agent 

Miller, Cashier Thralls and other officers of the Federal Reserve Bank 

of Kansas City. Correspondence and copies of agreement attached hereto.

5. Autumn of 1915; Kansas City Bank examined by Chief Examiner 

Broderick, (November 15). ,CTrnt»*nbur5 number of errors discovered in the

books. He recommended that the directors look into the situation

and see c what ought to be done. Subsequent correspondence with bank 

and agreement to rectify matters resulting in the detail of Examiner 

Cross to the bank for the purpose of assisting in improving conditions
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6. Winter of 1915-1916; reorganization of bank, with exchange of 

places between J. 2. Miller, Jr., and Charles M. Sawyer, as Governor 

and Federal Reserve Agent, respectively, and agreement to eliminate 

Jerome Thralls as the present primarily responsible for the bad con

dition of the books. These undertakings largely arrived at by oral 

communications with Mr. Miller, who was summoned to Washington for 

the purpose. No suggestion from the Board as to Thralls but program 

mapped out by Miller.himself.

7. Actual reorganization of bank and appointment of new Class ”0” 

Directors.

DECEIVED

FEB 1 4 1916
SOVfcjxMOK 5 OF F I C E
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F E D E R A L  R E S E R V E  B A N K

O F  D A LL A S
C .  C .  W A L S  H March 18, 1935

C H A IR M A N  O F  T H E  B O A R D  
AN D  F E D E R A L  R E S E R V E  A G E N T

Mr. M. S. Sccles, Governor 
Federal Reserve Board, 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Governor Ecclesi

Reference is made to letter of February 6, 1935, X-9115

requesting the views of our officers and directors with respect to the 

nine subjects listed therein. An earlier reply was prevented by the 

fact that not until March 12th did our board of directors have an oppor

tunity to give these matters thorough consideration. At a meeting of our 

board held on that date the various subjects were considered and discussed, 

and I am giving you below a synopsis of the opinions of our officers and 

directors in regard thereto.

1• General Qredit Situation.

(a) Are commercial banks doing everything in 
their power to improve the situation?

\\ It is our observation and belief that the banks in the Eleventh 

Federal Reserve District are doing everything reasonably within their power 

to bring about an improvement in the general credit situation. They appear

anxious to make loans, and many of them are advertising this fact. New 

loans are being made right along to business and industry, although in some 

cases the volume of loans outstanding has been declining, due to the fact 

that old loans are being paid at a faster rate than new loans are being made. 

It is believed that the chief factor to which the small demand for commercial 

credit is attributable is the fact that in the case of most businesses their 

supply of available cash is relatively large because the volume of their
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business (although increasing) is still relatively low. The result is 

that their supply of funds is adequate for their needs at this time.

Many merchants are more cautious than formerly in extending credit, and 

perhaps more vigorous in their collection of existing receivables, with 

the result that their receivables are being steadily reduced. It should 

also be borne in mind that retail merchants generally are, as a matter 

of policy, carrying smaller stocks of merchandise than was their practice 

in pre-depression days, preferring to confine their buying to their day- 

to-day needs. Then, too, there are some business men who are reluctant 

to borrow money from banks at this time to expand their business, claiming 

that their reluctance is due to their fear or uncertainty as to future de

velopments in economic, political and legislative matters*

(b) If not, what steps can be taken by the 
Federal reserve banks or otherwise to 
bring about an improvament?

As stated above, we are convinced that with very few exceptions 

banks are now doing their best to improve the general situation. So far as 

Federal reserve banks are concerned, while it is possible that some slight 

liberalization of eligibility requirements covering paper offered Reserve 

banks might be desirable, it should be borne in mind that the same circum

stances which bring about a general increase in business activity automati

cally bring about a corresponding increase in the volume of paper eligible
it

for rediscount under the present law and regulations. In that connection 

it may be said that conditions are now peculiarly propitious for a general 

resumption of the use of bank credit by commercial and industrial concerns 

in the event of a marked upturn in business activity, due to the fact that 

during the past four or five years there has been a substantial retirement
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of outstanding issues of industrial bonds and preferred stocks, and very 

little new financing of that type has been done by corporations which, 

prior to the period from 1926 to 1929, were heavy users of bank credit.

These concerns, in the event of a substantial expansion of business ac

tivity now, would in all probability again make use of bank credit in

substantial amounts.
y We do not believe that there is anything which the Federal re

serve banks or the Federal Reserve Board can do at this time to stimulate
//

the flow of credit. There is no reason to believe that a reduction in the 

rediscount rate would help, since it is now lower than it has been in the 

history of the System, and it is quite evident that this feature of the 

situation has not resulted in any substantial demand for bank credit. It 

is equally apparent that increased purchases of securities in the open 

market would also be ineffective, in vie?/ of the tremendous volume of excess 

reserves already in existence.

2. Interest rates

(a) On time and savings deposits of member banks.

We believe that the present maximum authorized rate of per cent
(,

is appropriate at the present time. Later on, it might be advisable to give 

consideration to the desirability of a gradual reduction of this maximum for 

the purpose of further encouraging depositors to invest more of their funds 

in government securities and in homes and other real estate, and to use them 

in various other channels of business and commerce. This, we believe, would 

bring about a desirably wider distribution of government securities and a 

greater flow of funds into real estate activities and business enterprises 

than can be accomplished through the investment operations of the banks in
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which these funds are now impounded.

(b) On loans of member banks and on industrial 
advances and commitments by Federal reserve 
bank3.

The level of interest rates charged on loans by banks in this 

district, although gradually declining, has not kept pace with the decline 

in the general level of interest rates. According to information we have 

received, some banks in various sections of the district have recently 

been approached by their customers for a reduction in their rates. Natural

ly, some resistance is being made to such demands both in the larger centers 

and in the smaller communities. In the latter, however, the resistance ap

pears to be much greater than in the Reserve Cities, where the larger banks 

are said to be gradually yielding to the pressure for lower rates. In agri

cultural communities, banks report they have lost to Federal lending agencies 

a large volume of desirable loans, due to the lower rates charged by such 

agencies. There does not appear to be much disposition on the part of most 

of these banks to meet the rates offered by such agencies, although a number 

report that they are winning some of this business back even at slightly 

higher rates. "

We believe our present rates on industrial loans and commitments 

are justified by prevailing conditions. Our rates are no higher than those 

charged on similar loans by commercial banks and by the Reconstruction Fi

nance Corporation in this district, notwithstanding the fact that our loans 

are ordinarily made for much longer periods of time than those made by the 

commercial banks. We have received nearly 400 applications for industrial 

loans, and in not a single instance has the applicant or inquirer complained 

of our rates. In only one or two instances has there been even a suggestion
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by the borrower that a lower rate would be appropriate. These facts, in 

our opinion, warrant the belief that a reduction in our rates would not 

result in an increased use of this facility by industries in this district.

On the other hand, we feel that the expenses and hazards involved in the 

making of this type of loan fully justify our charging the same rates of 

interest that are charged by other lending agencies in the district. This 

subject will be discussed in greater detail in our reply to the Board's 

letter X-9122.

3. Matters affecting admission of nonmember banks 
to Federal Reserve System.

(a) Earnings of nonmember banks from exchange 
collection charges.

f It is our belief that although approximately 180 nonmember banks 

in this district are not on our par list, the loss of revenue from this 

source, when a State bank joins the Federal Reserve System, is not, in this 

district, an important factor among the reasons why State banks do not join 

the System in larger numbers. The importance of this factor has been greatly 

diminished, in our opinion, by a steady growth in the practice, on the part 

of banks, of making *'service charges" to their customers, and also by the in

creasing resistance, on the part of both the payees and drawers of checks, to 

the deduction of exchange charges by the remitting banks. This resistance, 

together with the influence of our par collection system, has gradually elimi

nated exchange charges in practically all of the larger towns and the practice
M

is now confined almost entirely to banks in very small communities. In our 

opinion the fact that we have on our par list 336 nonmember banks, including 

practically all of the larger nonmerabers, as contrasted with only 180 banks 

not on our par list, warrants the conclusion that so far as the group as aDigitized for FRASER 
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whole is concerned, the matter of exchange charges is not an important 

factor in their attitude toward membership.

(b) Present conditions of membership.

A substantial number of State banks in this district are in

eligible for membership because of capital requirements. It is our belief

that, in general, it is undesirable to admit to membership banks which have
Hless than the present required capitalization. The pending amendment to the 

Federal Reserve Act, which authorizes the admission of such banks upon the 

condition that they increase their capital to present requirements within 

such period of time as may be fixed by the Board, would probably result in 

the admission of a few well managed institutions which have a reasonable 

chance to continue to operate successfully. At the same time, in our opinion 

it would admit many banks which would prove to be a liability rather than an 

asset to the System. The danger from this source, however, appears to be 

adequately provided for in the provision which enables the Board to compel 

such banks to bring their capital up to present requirements. We recognize 

that the proposed amendment is designed to make it possible to bring sub

stantially all of the banking resources of the country into the Federal Re

serve System, and we believe that if it is enacted the problem presented by 

these under-capitalized banks can be worked out satisfactorily by the Board 

and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

We have had no serious complaints in our district concerning any 

of the present standard conditions of membership. It is our judgment, how

ever, that with respect to all of these conditions, particularly Nos. 10, 12, 

and 15, something should be done to avoid undue discriminations against State

banks in relation to regulations which control the operations of National
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banks and of State member banks which were admitted to the System prior to 

the promulgation of the present regulations. It is our belief that, in 

general, the present regulations are not onerous or objectionable to well- 

managed institutions, and that member State banks generally prize their

membership and would dislike to see the standards of the Federal Reserve
*1System lowered.

(c) Advisability of extension of membership to banks 
outside the States and the District of Columbia.

We know of no reason why membership should not be ext sided to banks 

outside the States and the District of Columbia, provided they are admitted 

upon a basis that will be fair to other banks in the same countries and to 

member banks in the United States. We suggest, however, that the Board give 

due consideration to the practical problems that would be involved in the ad

mission of banks in overseas countries, both in respect to their examination 

and otherwise.

4. Need for continuance of assistance of Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation in connection with rehabilitation 
of capital structures of banks.

The need for such aid appears to have been largely satisfied in 

this district, but some work still undoubtedly remains to be done, particu

larly among nonmember banks, and it would be well for this facility to con- 

tinue to be available at least during the next two years.

5. Adequacy of reimbursements of Federal reserve banks by 
Treasury, and other governmental agencies, for various 
services rendered and for space used in Federal reserve 
bank buildings.

w We are quite positive in our conviction that we are inadequately 

reimbursed at the present time for space and services furnished certain Federal
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agencies. This fact is clearly shown in our semiannual reports on this sub

ject to the Board. We are equally confident that other Reserve banks are in 

the same position. We understand that this problem has been referred to a 

special committee of Reserve bank governors, and it is our opinion that such 

a committee is in the best position to work out a satisfactory solution. We 

feel that a uniform policy in this connection, on the part of all the twelve 

banks, is absolutely essential if justice is to be done to the Reserve banks 

in the matter of reimbursements. We have good reason to believe that the 

present lack of uniformity is largely responsible for the attitude of resist

ance that has been displayed by some of the governmental agencies in connec

tion with this matter who are naturally anxious to make a good showing in 

their budget reports, and, for that reason, have doubtless taken advantage 

of the opportunity to resist claims made by some Reserve banks on the ground 

that such claims are not being made by certain other Reserve banks. In view 

of the importance of a unified policy, we believe that this matter should be 

given the vigorous and continuous attention of the present System Committee 

with a view of working out, at as early a date as possible, complete figures 

on the subject and a definite program for a uniform policy for all Reserve 

banks to follow.

On the occasion of the visit made to Dallas last week by Governors 

Hamilton, Newton and Martin, Governor Martin (a member of the System committee) 

stated that upon his return to St. Louis he would request Chairman Fleming to 

call an early meeting of the committee for the purpose of (1 ) assembling 

statistics regarding expenses for which the Reserve banks are not now being 

reimbursed; (2) formulating a program of negotiations with the various govern-
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mental agencies, and (3) working out a standard method of procedure for 

all Reserve banks to follow in their future dealings with such agencies.

It is the thought of Governor Martin and Governor McKinney (the latter 

being also a member of the committee) that this committee will, upon the 

completion of its study of the subject, submit its report to the next 

Governors' conference with a reconmendation that the committee be author

ized to begin immediate negotiations with the various Federal agencies 

looking toward a satisfactory settlement of existing claims, such negotia

tions to be conducted, of course, with the approval and permission of the 

Federal Reserve Board and to be participated in by representatives of the 

Board. It is also their thought that after a satisfactory agreement is 

reached with the various Federal agencies in regard to claims for reimburse

ment covering present facilities and services rendered, the committee, sub

ject to the approval of the Board, will prepare a standard method of procedure 

for ail Reserve banks to follow in the future in dealing with new Federal 

agencies or in changing their contracts with existing agencies, so that there 

will be uniformity of policy and procedure among all of the twelve banks in 

this connection in the future.

We deem it unnecessary to go into detail in this letter in regard 

to the various kinds of services for which our bank is not now being adequately 

reimbursed, since full information on this subject is embodied in our semi

annual reports to the Board.

6. Regulation fixing margin requirements for loans by 
banks upon equity securities for the purpose of pur
chasing or carrying securities registered on National 
securities exchanges.

(a) Circumstances under which regulation should be issued.
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vl We believe that although the law was designed to prevent the un

due use of bank credit in times of speculative activity, it is desirable 

that the Board not wait until such an era arrives before issuing its regula

tion applicable to banks. The banks are aware that under the provisions of 

the law the Board has been given the responsibility of fixing marginal re

quirements for banks, as well as brokers, and many of them are in an attitude 

of suspense and inability to understand why a regulation applying to banks 

has not yet been issued, in view of the fact that one dealing with brokers 

has been promulgated. It is, therefore, our suggestion that it would have 

a stabilizing effect upon the situation if the Board would proceed with the 

issuance of a regulation governing loans made by banks, so that they may be 

in a position to govern themselves accordingly in making loans on nationally 

registered securities and become accustomed to the regulation before the ac

tual need for it arises.1̂

(b) Whether regulation should permit borrower to 
obtain from bank more than he could obtain 
from broker under Regulation T.

n If the Board should decide to issue immediately a regulation ap

plicable to banks, it is our thought that the marginal requirements included 

therein should be somewhat more liberal than those now applied to brokers and 

dealers in securities under Regulation T, and that this differential should 

continue until and unless an era of unusual speculative activity should occur 

or seem imminent, at which time we believe the marginal requirements for banks 

should be made the same as those prescribed in Regulation T for brokers, re

verting to the modified basis after the emergency has passed. Pending such 

an era of speculative activity, however, we feel that the Board can well af-
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ford to be quite liberal in the matter of marginal requirements applied to 

banks, in view of the fact that they are now making such loans without any 

legal restrictions as to margins, and will continue to do so, of course, un

til the Board issues such a regulation. The policy herein suggested would 

serve as a useful guide to the banks in making future loans on securities; 

and, at the same time, would not unduly hamper or handicap them in their re

lations with their customers^

7. Economic and statistical divisions of Federal
Reserve banks.

(a) Usefulness to directors and officers.

xx Our directors and officers are of the opinion that our division of 

research and statistics performs a useful and essential service. Probably 

the chief value of this activity lies in the facilities which it has for col

lecting current and comprehensive information regarding business, agricultural 

and financial conditions in all sections of our district. This information is 

quite useful to our loaning officers and to our board of directors, as it keeps 

them closely informed as to economic developments and needs of the various and 

widely separated areas served by our head office and its three branches. 1

(b) Value of Federal Reserve Bank Monthly Review.

vV We believe that the monthly reviews issued by the Reserve banks serve 

a number of important purposes and that they should be continued. While it is 

true that there are available to our officers, directors, member banks, and 

business institutions, a large variety of national economic reviews, these do 

not, in our opinion, serve the purpose of a local district publication, which 

has both the facilities and the space for publishing important information on 

economic trends within the district. The Reserve banks have an almost complete
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monopoly upon the latter type of reviews, as very few organizations under

take to duplicate what the Reserve banks are doing in this field* Aside 

from the value of our Reviews to our own officers, directors, member banks, 

and business interests, as a medium of information on current conditions 

within the district, we believe these reviews perform a valuable service in 

the matter of creating favorable publicity for the Reserve banks. Each month 

the salient facts published in our Review are widely used in the district by 

the Associated Press, United Press, and the newspapers in the district's lead

ing cities and agricultural centers. This form of publicity, in our opinion, 

is of distinct good-will value to the Reserve bank and the Federal Reserve 

System. Should these reviews be abolished and the publication of information 

be concentrated in Washington, it would doubtless continue to receive some 

publicity in the newspapers of the various districts, but the newspaper space 

devoted thereto, in our opinion, would be greatly reduced, due to the impracti

cability of including in a national review extensive detailed information re

garding particular areas and districts. The fact that our mailing list is 

continually increasing is evidence, we think, that the publication performs a 

useful and worth-while service for business, financial and agricultural interests 

as well as for our own bank. The substitution of a central review issued at 

Washington and the relaying of district data from the Reserve banks to the Board 

would tend to further delay the publication of the facts and figures covering 

economic trends and would, to that extent, impair its usefulness and interest to 

its readers, v

8. Establishment of "career system" for personnel of 
Federal reserve banks.

C So far as this bank is concerned a "career system" - in the sense of 

making promotions as far as practicable from within the ranks of the bank's
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organization - has always been in effect. We assume that the inclusion of 

the topic in your letter was prompted largely by the thought that the career 

system should be extended to include transfers from one Reserve bank to another. 

We think that such a policy is desirable if applied v/ith proper consideration

be limited very largely to employees holding the more technical or specialized 

positions, although the transfer of others holding higher or even less important

Retirement System, in our opinion, makes it particularly desirable for the Re

serve banks to emphasize the principles involved in the career system. Such a 

system serves a useful purpose in times of unusual business activity by tending 

to hold to a minimum the labor turnover which Reserve banks, as well as other 

institutions, usually experience in such periods. It also tends, of course, to 

give ambitious employees an added stimulus to train and equip themselves for 

higher responsibilities, thereby strengthening the position of the Reserve banks 

in the matter of being able to fill vacancies which occur from time to time in 

executive nositions with experienced and well trained individuals

wj. tic isms of existing regulations, or rulings, or 
procedure, of the Federal Reserve Board, with specific 
recoimendations as to changes which would correct any 
unsatisfactory features of the relations between the 
Board or its staff and the Federal Reserve banks or 
member banks.

In our opinion, it vzould be quite helpful if the Board would issue a re

vised edition of its ”Digest of Rulings”, incorporating therein the various im

portant rulings and interpretations which the Board has promulgated since the 

existing Digest was published, and bringing it up to date with respect to recent 

legislation and the Board’s interpretations of new laws. We also feel it would 

be desirable for the Board to revise its regulations, particularly D, L, P, Q,

M Iof all factors in each case. It is our feeling, however, that transfers should

positions should not be precluded The establishment of the Federal Reserve
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and T, in the light of certain rulings and interpretations which it has issued 

in connection with their provisions and which will tend to clarify the require

ments and prohibitions of these regulations. In this connection, it is our 

opinion that important X-letter rulings issued by the Board in the future, 

particularly those which apply to Federal laws or regulations governing the 

operations of member banks, should be given general distribution among the 

v member banks by the Reserve banks. At present, we are prohibited from either 

furnishing or quoting these X-letters to member banks, which, in our opinion, 

often creates a situation that is embarrassing to them in their relations with 

bank examiners, and tends to give an undue advantage to the particular bank or 

banks for whose benefit the rulings were issued. This suggestion applies, of 

course, to those interpretations which the Board is by law authorized to make 

in connection with provisions of the Federal Reserve Act.
X' With respect to the relations between the Board and member banks, we 

feel that although the number of reports which member banks are now required to 

make is doubtless justified, it is desirable that the number be kept, as far as 

practicable, at a minimum in the future.

" With reference to the relations between the Board and the Reserve banks 

we feel confident that there is no conscious tendency on the part of the Board 

to be unduly "bureaucratic". At the same tiroe/Ve recognize that in connection 

with such matters as applications for Clayton Act permits, voting permits, fi

duciary powers, and State bank membership, the Board is necessarily handicapped 

to some extent by its remoteness from the localities in which these applications 

originate, and its lack of the intimate knowledge of local conditions and other 

factors which the officers and directors of the Reserve bank possess and which 

they frequently find it difficult to convey adequately in a letter. For theseDigitized for FRASER 
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v' reasons, we feel that the Board, in arriving at a decision in such matters, 

especially when it feels that the case involved is of a "border line" 

character, could well afford to rely upon the judgment and recommendations 

of the Reserve banks and delegate to them a somewhat larger measure of re

sponsibility in such cases than they now exercise. Such discretionary powers 

as might be entrusted to the Reserve banks would be exercised, of course, 

within the regulations and in harmony with the policies as established by 

the Reserve Board, and, in order that a fair degree of uniformity might ob

tain in the several districts, the Board's examiners could review the actions 

taken just as they now inquire into, or check, other matters of equal or 

greater importance in the operations of the banks/

Yours very truly,

C h a i r m a n
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Our reply to Board’s letter X-9115 which has been unavoidably 
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•February 14, 1935
U 1 . - 3

<b

Federal Reserve Board,
FOR CIR„U.” a S h ln e t 0 n ’  D ‘  C -

Attention Mr. M. S. Socles, Governor
e n :

Reference is made to/your letter of February 6, 1935, X-9115,

9 m
Mr. Hamlin.
Mr. Miller.
Mr. James
Mr. Thomas
Mr. SzymczakX/ which .you listed a number of subjects which you wish our directors and of-
Mr. ...............................
Mr. ficers.to consider and discuss in respect to the relations between the
Mr. Morrill, l / '  .......................
Mr. Bethea. Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks and member banks• It
Mr. Carpenter \ / * . .......................
Mfr-Kooii. is noted that you desire to have an expression of the views of our bank
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Please note 
and return
<r̂ 3TI.

V

within thirty days, treating each subject separately.

At a meeting of our board of directors, held February 11, 1935,

/our letter, with its enclosure, was presented and discussed, but on account 

of the pressure of other matters, it was found impossible to formulate an 

expression of views regarding all of the topics listed in your letter. The 

matter will continue to have our attention, however, and - at the earliest 

possible date - the views of our directors and officers concerning all of 

the questions which you submitted will be forwarded to you. We hope to have 

them in your hands within the next thirty days.

Yours very truly, 

Federal Reserve Agent
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Please change word "Non member to r,Non par" appearing on fifth line page 
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March 27, 1935
r r r r .n r e c eived
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

W ASH ING TON

Federal Reserve Board, 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sirs;

The directors and officers of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco 
have considered the subjects presented with the Board’s letter of February 6, 1935t 
X-9115, and submit the following comments relative thereto:

1, General Credit Situation:

(a) Are commercial banks doing everything in 
their power to improve the situation?

^On the whole, it can be said that commercial banks in the Twelfth District 
are desirous of increasing their loans and are making every reasonable effort to do 
so. Expectant borrowers have manifested a willingness to obligate themselves as 
soon as there is a reasonable assurance that bank credit can be profitably employed.

There appears to be ample evidence from the applications to the Federal 
Reserve Bank of San Francisco, for long-term commercial loans, that the legitimate 
demands for credit which have been left unsatisfied by commercial banks have not 
been a potent factor in retarding business recovery.

A misunderstanding might exist as to the volume of credit being released 
and used by industry at this time because public attention is focused on the analysis 
of loans made by banks only. Little comment is forthcoming on loans granted and 
carried by governmental agencies which normally would be made and reported by banks. 
This applies to loans of a capital nature (farm and city mortgages) and loans to 
farmers and stockraisers.

Admittedly there is evidence of conservatism of banks. Possibly it should 
not be expected that depositaries will abandon caution when many competing institu
tions are either unwilling or unable to give their depositors the benefit of the 
Insurance Fund.

(b) If commercial banks are not doing everything 
in their power to improve the situation, what 
steps can be taken by the Federal Reserve Banks 
or otherwise to bring about an improvement?

It would give member banks a feeling of greater security if the Federal Re-
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serve Act were amended to liberalize the requirements for the discount of paper 
arising from commercial transactions. The so-called 90-day rule for commercial 
paper has eclipsed other important features of commercial credit. During the recent 
past, it has been a factor in stiffening credit-granting operations of member banks 
because a shrinkage in working capital often resulted in destroying the eligibility 
for discount at the Federal Reserve Bank of paper of solvent borrowers**

It would seem that a merchant is not less entitled to a full season of undis
turbed credit for carrying merchantable goods than a primary producer whose means of 
liquidation are in the form of crop expectancy for the greater part of his borrowing 
season.

As to what steps can be taken to bring about an improvement, it is believed 
that effective steps designed to strengthen the capital structure of weak banks . 
would promote further confidence and encourage more liberal granting of credit.

2. Interest Rates:

(a) On time and savings deposits of member banks.

>} The rates of interest which banks safely can pay vary according to the terms 
of their contracts with depositors and the character of assets. It would seem, there
fore, that when the Board fixes a maximum rate, each bank should adjust its rates to 
meet its own peculiar situation.

Savings depositors1 need for income should not be disregarded when prescrib
ing a rate adequate to prevent dangerous competition between banks differently situated.

Within the maximum prescribed, each bank should pay the highest rate its 
condition permits. Should the Board leave no reasonable margin for individual action, 
member banks in many cases will be unable to perform a proper obligation to their 
depositors. "

(b) On loans of member banks and on industrial 
advances and commitments by Federal Reserve 
Banks.

In the metropolitan centers (San Francisco particularly) member banks’ rates 
to large commercial borrowers having inter-district credit facilities, has reached as 
low as lg%. Rates to non-preferred customers have been reduced about 1% below the 
level of years past. In outlying cities and rural communities, no perceptible change 
has taken place.

Approximately 90% of the industrial loans made in the Twelfth District are 
costing borrowers 6% and the remainder, Most of these loans would have been made
at higher rates had not the Reserve Bank urged a reduction. With one or two excep
tions, borrowers have regarded these rates as reasonable.

The commitment fee of 2% on that portion of a credit in which the Federal 
Reserve Bank of San Francisco assumes the risk, and 1% on that portion on which the 
participating bank assumes the risk, has been accepted favorably. vrIt is realized 
that a 6% rate gives the participating bank IS net on a loan guaranteed by the Federal 
Reserve Bank, and 5% on a loan eligible for discount at the Federal Reserve Bank with 
the participating bank’s endorsement.

1 From declining rates, it would appear that there is effective competition 
throughout the District, except possibly in the rural areas, notwithstanding the 
fact that the small banks are feeling the consequences of the credit-granting opera
tions of the Farm Credit Administration.Digitized for FRASER 
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3. Matters affecting admission of nonmember banks to Federal
Reserve System,

(a) Earnings of nonmember banks from exchange
collection charges.

If rwnVThere are 34- nnmnninb^r State banks in the Twelfth District, living average 
resources of $165,000; the largest bank has $528,000 and the smallest, $52,000.

It is very doubtful whether many of these banks would make desirable 
members of the Federal Reserve System.

Possibly most of them could not or would not accept membership, even though 
permitted to charge exchange on items forwarded by the Federal Reserve Bank for col
lection. 1|

(b) Present conditionsof membership.

t* No conditions of membership are now being imposed which are not in the 
interest of good banking. They work no special hardship on banks being conducted on 
recognized sound banking principles. Some of the general conditions may appear 
superfluous or unnecessary. Often, however, these conditions have been found a 
convincing medium for securing desired corrections and the discontinuance of unsound 
practices. No doubt, many nonmember banks could be induced to join the System if 
they were allowed time, following admission, in which to effect prescribed corrections. 
This particularly applies to banks having losses and depreciation in excess of undivided 
profits, which they hope to eliminate through expected future earnings. In the light 
of long experience, however, it would seem unwise to admit banks on promises that 
stipulated corrections will be made, w

(c) Advisability of extension of membership to
banks outside the States and the District of
Columbia.

if At the present time, it does not appear that banks situated in Alaska and 
Hawaii are in need of the facilities offered by membership in the Federal Reserve 
System.

Laws governing the supervision of banks in those Territories are inadequate. 
While the Reserve Bank could regularly examine its own members and exercise more or 
less unauthorized supervision, nonmember banks in Alaska particularly would be a con
stant menace to member banks.

When State banks were first being admitted to membership, most of the States 
had very weak and inefficient banking departments. The fairly-efficient state which 
now prevails is due in no small part to the contacts arising through supervision over 
members by the Reserve Bank. It is almost impossible for a Reserve Bank to coordinate 
with banking departments situated thousands of miles distant and with which direct 
contacts are at best infrequent.

As a practical matter, it would seem desirable not to admit to membership 
other than National banks situated in Alaska and Hawaii.

It would be very helpful if the question of charges for examination of State 
member banks would be definitely settled. A few Reserve Banks charge for practically 
all examinations; others charge in special cases, while some make no charge whatever.
If charges are to be made, the conditions under which they are to be imposed, and the 
basis of fixing them, should be uniform throughout the twelve districts. Members, as
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well as banks contemplating entering the System, should have a definite understanding 
as to the System*s practice.v

''It is believed that no charge should be made by a Federal Reserve Bank if the 
member bank, during the same calendar year, had paid an examination fee to the State 
Banking Department or the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. However, banks 
which are in so unsatisfactory a condition as to necessitate examinations more fre
quently than one annually should pay the cost of such extra examinations conducted 
by the Federal Reserve Bank.

4. Need for continuance of assistance of Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation in connection with rehabilitation 
of capital structure of banks.

 ̂The need for Reconstruction Finance Corporation assistance in rehabilitating 
capital structure of banks has not passed.

The current condition of nonmember banks.in the Twelfth District is not known. 
However, a considerable sum is required to fortify the capital of a few member banks. 
It is doubtful whether the amount so needed can be raised without the assistance of 
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. '

5. Adequacy of reimbursement of Federal reserve banks by 
Treasury and other governmental agencies for various 
services rendered and. for space used in Federal re
serve bank buildings.

'f Because Federal Reserve Banks can utilize existing facilities they are able to 
perform services for the Treasury and other governmental agencies at a much lower 
cost than would be possible if the Treasury or agencies undertook to perform the 
services themselves. In view of these large savings, it seems only reasonable that the 
Treasury and agencies should fully reimburse the Reserve Banks for all out-of-pocket 
expenses.

The ever-increasing activities of the Treasury and governmental agencies have 
required and will continue to need additional v/orking area which might otherwise be 
rented by Reserve Banks. At present, the Treasury does not make reimbursement for 
expenses in connection with safe-keeping of securities or costs arising from the 
exchange, transfer and redemption of United States Government obligations. Neither 
does the Treasury or governmental agencies make reimbursement for light, heat and power, 
nor reimbursement of salaries of administrative officers who devote a considerable amount 
of their time to governmental operations.

Obviously, the Reserve Banks should not be subject to the absorption of expendi
tures over which thqy have no control and which bear relationship to the needs of the 
Treasury and governmental agencies rather than to those of the Reserve Banks. "

6. Regulation fixing margin requirements for loans by banks 
upon equity securities for the purpose of purchasing or 
carrying securities registered on national securities 
exchanges.

(a) Circumstances under which regulation should be 
issued.

* Except as to dealers, there does not appear at present ary necessity for the 
issuance of regulations governing loans made ty"banks to customers for the purpose of
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carrying equity securities. Regulatory action might well be deferred until there 
appears, or threatens to appear, an undue use of bank credit for speculative pur
poses.

It is felt, however, that regulations should be promulgated and made effective 
in regard to loans by banks to dealers. Such regulations should be more liberal 
than those governing loans by dealers to their customers.

(b) Whether regulation should permit borrower to 
obtain from bank more than he could obtain 
from broker under Regulation T.

*1 Loans by dealers to customers are afforded better protection than loans by 
banks to customers because the dealer has available machinery to watch and to 
facilitate the immediate realization upon collateral securities. Although other 
factors enter into bank loans, generally speaking security loans are not given 
the same degree of professional care by banks as is accorded them by dealers. 11 

If In the event of issuance of regulations governing loans by banks, it is 
suggested that a marked distinction be made between loans to customers in which 
the borrower has used the proceeds to finance the purchase or carrying of equity 
securities, and loans secured by stocks in which the borrower has used the proceeds 
to finance transactions unrelated to the purchase or carrying of equity securities.(

7. Economic and statistical divisions of Federal Reserve Banks,

(a) Usefulness to directors and officers.

\X During the periods of discounting activity, officers of a Reserve Bank are of 
necessity in close touch with the problems confronting banks within the District. 
Through these contacts, they are kept intimately informed of the economic changes 
which are taking place. Much of the data compiled by the Division of Analysis 
and Research ordinarily deal with conditions generally rather than specifically. 
General information serves its purpose in a field much larger than that in which the 
Reserve Bank officers are immediately concerned in dealing with their credit-granting 
operations. xx

vThrough the medium of the Federal Reserve Bulletin and similar economic reviews, 
directors and officers are kept informed as to credit and. economic trends generally.

(b) Value of Federal Reserve Bank monthly reviews.

* The monthly review is a dependable record of fundamental information of service 
principally to numerous institutions seeking or preparing statistical data supple
menting reviews made for their own guidance. To what extent, Reserve Banks are 
justified in being the source of this information, and to what extent their publica
tions contain a duplication of information which can be gathered from other sources, 
we are not in a position to say. '

v'ihe cost of compiling and distributing a monthly letter is second only to the 
cost incurred in gathering and compiling information for the Board’s use. To what 
extent such material for the Board must of necessity (or economy) be collected 
through the District office is not known. Dr. Goldenweiser, it would seem, would 
be best qualified to supply an adequate opinion."
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* As to the direct necessity for statistical information for the conduct of the 
Federa^ Reserve Bank of San Francisco, it could be supplied by a reduced organiza
tion.

8, Establishment of a career system for personnel 
of Federal Reserve Banks.

v  ̂Many years ago, it was realized that Federal Reserve Banks, as emergency insti
tutions, must maintain a staff sufficiently experienced to enable the Reserve Bank 
to meet effectively extraordinary demands which would be made upon it from time to 
time. To this end, efforts have been constant to encourage a feeling that Reserve 
Banks offer a career for which appropriate compensation and reward might be received. 
Tills policy was accorded the official approval of the Federal Reserve Board some 
16 years ago. For further information on this subject, see Annual Report for 1918, 
page 29; Annual Report for page 366; and letter addressed to the Federal Reserve
Board by the Executive Committee of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco under 
date of February 15, 1935

9. Criticisms of existing regulations or rulings or procedure 
of Federal Reserve Board, with specific recommendations 
as to changes which would correct any unsatisfactory 
features of the relations between the Board or its staff 
and. the Federal Reserve Banks or member banks.

vV It is felt that existing regulations and rulings of the Board have been as liberal 
as the law would permit. There does not appear to be any evidence in the Twelfth 
District that such rulings have brought about ary unsatisfactory relations between 
the Board or its staff and the Federal Reserve Bank, or between the Board and its 
staff and member banks.

Yihile it is to be expected that new laws calling for a multiplicity of regulations 
will irk those who have to conform thereto, it is our experience that the reaction of 
member banks depends largely upon the manner in which the Reserve Bank deals with 
regulations. For this reason, exceptional care is exercised to prevent rulings 
becoming a means of irritation to member banks.'''

Yours very truly,

Deputy Chairman
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TELEGRAM
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

257gb

(L E A S E D  W IR E  S E R V IC E )

RECEIVED A T  W ASH ING TO N , D. C .

Board

Sanfrancisco Mar 25 124p

1935 MAR 25 PM 5 02
Washn o />

I /
Replying your wire today as advised our letter arch 22 regular directors 

meeting march 21 adjourned to march 28. X-9II5 will be submitted at 

that meeting and report thereon forwarded as soon as it has been considered

Calkins

5P

U. S GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 1033 16---- 794
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FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
W A S H IN G T O N

.larch £5, 1955*

Moore - San Francisco

Please refer Board’s letter of February 6, X-911S, and follows 

up letter it rch 18, and advise by -ire when reply m y  be expected.

Morrill.

LPB-jcb

( S t A * j
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U N O .  U . C A L K IN S ,  g o v e r n o r

March 22, 1935

RFCFiVFD
FEDERAL RESERVE HOARDty fi c y 111 p "i* p. |v

Federal Reserve Boa.rd,

Washington, D. G. 1935 25 AM i I 26

Dear Sirs:

I
Replying to) your letter of March iSjaddressed 

to Mr. Walton N. Moore, Deputy Chairman, who is absent,

I may say that in the absence of a quorum the regular 

directors’ meeting, March 21, was adjourned to March 28, 

and that the list of questions will be submitted at that 

meeting if a quorum is present and report thereon 

forwarded as soon as it has been considered.

Yours very truly,
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Merch 18, 1935.

Hr* W. N. Moore,
Deputy Chairman,
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco,
San Francisco, California.

Dear Mr* Moore;

Reference is made to Governor Eccles* letter 

of February 6, 1935 (X-9115), to the Chairmen of all Fed

eral reserve banks, requesting that the Board be advised 

within thirty days as to the views of each bank in regard 

to certain subjects, a list of which was attached thereto* 

It Is understood that the ,flatter is receiving 

your attention, and it will be appreciated if you will in

dicate when you expect that a reply will be submitted*

Very truly yours,

It* P* Bethea,
Assistant Secretary*

LPB-jcb

s QJUL* PtslAstf. 4
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